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OVERALL SCORE

Maximum
Points

Points
Awarded

Percent
Score

1,575

1,312

83.30%

GENERAL COMMENTS

Applicant provided a very thorough and detailed packet. However, Community Benefits plan less than robust based
on typical applicant responses. Applicant appears to have anticipated many potential issues and has been proactive
in addressing them.

SECTION 1: QUALIFICATIONS OF OWNERS/ OPERATORS

I

750

I

628

I

83.73%

Experience
Ex
. erience

Applicant has no direct experience in cannabis retail operations, but provided documentation to show
ownership/experience in other licensed activities in CA and Washington States, incl. 32,000 sq. ft of licensed
cultivation in Humboldt County. Experience of CA's regulated market dates back to 2018 only; length of
experience in Washington State is unclear.
Cannabis Industry Knowledge
Application demonstrated a high degree of knowledge about the cannabis industry from both legally permitted
and non-permitted businesses. Provided documentation showing ownership interest in 2 cultivation and 1
distribution license in CA over the past year; also documentation showing interest in 8 producer or processor
licenses in the State of Washington. Applicant appears to have extensive acumen in cannabis industry, although
not in retail.

Ownership Team
Application describes roles of owners in day-to-day operations. On-site management will be the responsibility of
one of the owners, Daniel Kang, who will relocate to Pasadena; all other owners will participate in management
remotely. An organization chart for the business was also provided.

SECTION 2: BUSINESS PLAN

I

525

I

417

I

79.43%

Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Applicant refers to an Employee Handbook in discussing SOP's but no example is provided. However, key topics
covered in the Handbook are listed in the narrative. Applicant states that the Handbook was "created in
“Standard Operating Procedures for Cannabis Dispensaries""
Dispensaries”" by one
conjunction with the industry standard guide "Standard
of applicant's advisors, Robert Carp.
Financial Plan
, including but not limited to tenant improvements, employee costs,
Start up costs are estimated at
legal costs, consultant costs, and initial inventory. Three-year Pro Forma is provided and annual operating costs
and anticipated tax revenue are broken out separately. Use of POS system is cited in Accounting Procedures
discussion, but software name is not provided. Applicant will use California Cannabis CPA as its accounting firm.
Funding/Proof of Capitalization
. Applicant also provided a letter of
Applicant provided bank statement demonstrating cash assets of
credit confirming availability of loan of up to
. Applicant appears to be sufficiently capitalized.

Records Software
Applicant will use BioTrack for its POS system. Applicant provided detailed description of records retention
protocols, including storage on both a Cloud and a local server. Inventory is explicitly mentioned but sales data
and delivery manifests are not.

Track-and-Trace
Narrative includes detailed procedures for abiding by all track and trace requirements, including requirements for
interface with METRC. Application generally demonstrated familiarity with state track and trace requirements.

State Testing Requirements
Applicant demonstrated understanding of testing requirements and acknowledges that products will only be
purchased from State licensed cannabis companies that have met all testing requirements. Cited delivery
acceptance protocol requiring two managers to sign off on all delivery manifests, per Applicant's own SOP's for
product deliveries.
Employee Training
Applicant cites initial 2-week training period per its SOP's, at which time trainees will receive Employee Handbook.
Specific training modules are listed , including but not limited to legal requirements, best practices, safety and
security procedures, POS system, customer tolerance/appropriate dosing, cannabis types/terpene profiles and
consumption methods

Customer Education
Applicant states "staff will be trained to teach clients the potency, effects, and uses of all our products." Facility
will have a permanent Customer Education Station equipped with a customized i-Pad and educational handouts.

Marketing
Applicant provided a detailed marketing plan that reflects significant experience with the cannabis industry, and
knowledge of state advertising restrictions.

Community Benefits
Applicant commits to Social Equity component that will hire low-income individuals arrested prior to Prop 64, or
who were otherwise affected by the War on Drugs, pursuant to Senate Bill 1294 (2018). Applicant cites previous
work with business incubator project in the City of Oakland, but makes no commitment to same in Pasadena. Five
percent of gross profits will be donated to 4 specified Pasadena charities in months of November-December only.
Applicant will also match employee donations to non-profits.

SECTION 3: NEIGHBORHOOD COMPATIBILITY & ENHANCEMENT

I

150

I

130

I

86.67%

Exterior Design Concept
Pasadena’s architectural
Applicant has developed two possible exterior designs in an effort to best reflect Pasadena's
traditions in two distinct styles - computer generated images are provided.

Design Concept Integration
Elements of the design (gabled roof, Spanish tile, eave framing) reflect the aesthetic of Old Town Pasadena.
Interior design is similar to that of modern retail store, but also facilitates one-on-one consultation. Applicant
provided a computer generated image.

Integration of Security Measures
Security measures such as dome cameras are designed to seamlessly blend into the retail space, as they will be
partially camouflaged.

Air Quality/Odor Control
Applicant has contracted with CosaTron Air Purification Systems to controls indoor contaminants and restore
clean air to retail spaces. This system will prevent contaminants at the source with an advanced filtration system
that eliminates odors, mold, bacteria, pollen, smoke, gases and other contaminants in the air.

SECTION 4: SECURITY PLAN

I

150

I

137

I

91.33%

Security Experience
Applicant is consulting and has contracted with CannaGuard Security, which has provided installed compliant
security systems in 450 licensed businesses. The Security plan includes training for all employees, who will need
to take and pass an assessment test given by the Security Director. Delivery services will not be offered.

Background Checks
All employees must undergo a background check/screening process prior to being hired at the licensed facility

Employee Safety Education
Applicant will require employee safety training with three core components: Workplace violence (zero tolerance),
Robbery prevention and response protocols, and Emergency response generally.
Employee Theft Reduction Measures
Operations protocols include use of automated cash machines at POS stations, 24-hour surveillance camera
coverage of product storage area and vault room, twice daily inventory audit, and use of full-time employees only.
Cash Management Plan
Applicant has contracted with HardCar to handle, transport and store all cash. Narrative includes procedure for
use of automated cash machines at POS stations, and cites use of commercial grade safe for cash storage.
Product Access Protocols
Narrative cites use of access control measures using employee key cards, procedure for use, and backup
generator in event of loss of power. Cannabis storage area will be under 24-hour video surveillance, and
procedures for accessing this area are described.
Product Deliveries
Application provided detailed requirements for product deliveries, including presence of managers and
verification of product UID numbers against delivery manifest, which must be signed off by two managers, and
verification that each package has a METRC RFID tag attached. Location of delivery receipt omitted.

Security Guards
Applicant has contracted with CannaGuard Security to provide 24-hr security presence. Applicant provided
discussion of training and areas of responsibility for security staff.
will be on duty during
business hours, and
will patrol the premises when closed.
Video Camera Surveillance
Applicant provided detailed narrative covering camera locations, capabilities of equipment, location and
maintenance of monitoring equipment, and data security.
Armored Vehicle
Applicant has contracted with HardCar to handle, transport and store all cash. Daily pickups are planned.
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Ocean Green Management, LLC

Our Mission

Emerald Heights'
Heights’ mission
mission is
to set the standard for a retail cannabis store and provide the
Emerald
is to
highest quality, organic, and purest cannabis products in a safe and professional environment.
We will strive to ensure that each customer feels cared for, valued, and respected when they
are served by our team. In addition to becoming a part of the local economy, Emerald Heights
will work diligently to be a positive member of the community through social action, goodwill,
and the utmost consideration for our neighbors.

Organizational Commitments
Emerald Heights is committed to providing our customers cannabis goods in a safe,
professional environment where all customers and employees are treated with respect,
compassion, and care. We will operate with complete adherence to all state and local laws,
maintaining a solid working relationship with all state and local government authorities to remain
compliant and help advance cannabis normalization. It is of utmost importance that we improve
our community by creating jobs, generating tax revenue, supporting local non-profits, and
maintaining a safe environment. Through responsible business practices we aim to reduce the
stigma associated with cannabis and instead raise the bar for customer service and
professionalism in the industry.

Core Values
Emerald Heights promotes and believes in:
A. Professionalism: Serving our clients in a professional manner with sensitivity to their
therapeutic goals in a professional and safe environment is of utmost importance.
B. Respect: Mutual respect, courtesy, and thoughtfulness in all interactions.
C. Diversity: Recognition and celebration of the diversity of our community.
D. Economic Inclusion: Creating jobs in the local community and providing long-term
career opportunities within our company.
E. Quality. Providing the highest quality of cannabis products that are carefully selected
and tested at a licensed facility.
F. Compliance. Ongoing adherence to all local and state cannabis ordinances and
regulations.
G. Responsibility for the Environment. Reducing the carbon footprint left behind by
taking steps to conserve and protect the environment whenever possible.
H. Community Service. Conducting various outreach activities to serve the needs of the
community.

Keys to Success
Emerald Heights shall implement the following to be a successful business and an outstanding
Pasadena’s community:
member of Pasadena's
A. Experience. The diverse backgrounds and combined experience of our team of highly
skilled professionals make it possible to confidently enact industry best practices and
organizational plans.
B. Strong Controls. Business will be conducted in a transparent manner so that it is
compliant with all regulations. Strict control practices will minimize the number of risks
associated with operating a retail cannabis store and will support long-term sustainability
and compliance.
C. Outstanding Brands and Products. Emerald Heights will provide the highest quality
products from fully licensed industry leaders that will naturally grow our customer base.
D. Strong Operational Partnerships. Emerald Heights will partner with leading cannabis
industry experts and companies to ensure efficient business operations.
Type of License
Emerald Heights is applying for a Retailer Permit with the City Pasadena. Upon the City of
Pasadena’s approval, Emerald Heights shall apply for a Type 10 retailer license with the state's
state’s
Pasadena's
(“BCC”).
Bureau of Cannabis Control ("BCC").

Organizational Structure
Ocean Green Management is organized as a Limited Liability Company in the State of
California. The ownership structure is as follows:

•
•
•
•

David Baker —
– Owner: 45% (via Alto Holdings Ltd)
– Owner: 30%
CROP Infrastructure Corporation —
– Owner: 13.75% (via Northstar Venture LLC)
Daniel Kang —
Yoshito Okubo —
– Owner: 11.25% (via Northstar Venture LLC)

Our company is owned by 3 individual professionals and CROP Infrastructure Corporation
(“CROP”). CROP is a Canadian public company listed on the Canadian Stock Exchange
("CROP").
(CSE:CROP / OTC:CRXPF) that invests in select cannabis businesses around the world. The
investment entrusted to our company from CROP allows us to develop the business in the most
optimal way possible without worrying about cutting costs or running into funding issues. As a
publicly traded company, CROP is subject to strict IFRS guidelines in reporting financial
statements that must be audited by a third party, which in turn increases the financial controls
and transparency for Ocean Green Manangement as well. Also as a publicly traded company
the source of funding is from a fully legal source that can be traced and trusted.

David Baker is also part owner and business operator for The Hempire Company, a fully
licensed medical and recreational cannabis cultivation operation in Humboldt County. Emerald
Heights will be supplied in part by his Hempire, Trikom, Tiffany CBD, and Evolution Cannabis
brands which will ensure a steady supply of the highest quality of products from a consistent
trusted source. This key relationship will also provide extra control and transparency regarding
cannabis safety and compliance procedures.
We believe our innovative ideas and enthusiasm to serve our customers, along with the strong
financial backing from a secure and transparent source, gives us the tools we need to run a
successful retail cannabis store in the City of Pasadena. We hope that each section of the
Pasadena’s historic and vibrant
application will display our readiness and enthusiasm to join Pasadena's
community. We thank you in advance for your consideration and present our application for
your review.

Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
'Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

kwAv.cityofpasadena.netimaripana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner. applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

0

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)

❑ Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
❑ Applicant (Complete Sections 13, C, 0 and E)
❑ Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(al), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:
Ownership %:

Phone Number: +1-604-484-4206

Crop Infrastructure Corporation

30%

Email:

Organizational Structure: Public

info@cropcorp.com

Title: CEO

Authorized Agent: Michael Yorke
List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Abbey Abdiye

Name:

Title:

CFO

Name:

Christine Mah

Title:

Director

Name:

Twila Jensen

Title:

Director

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive otter,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be hated, including the applicant.

Full Name:

Date of birth:
Last

M.I.

First

Mailing
Address:
Street Address

AparbnentAlnite

City
Phone:

State
Email:

Page 1 of 3

ZIP Code

Ownership %

Title:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If 'yes', complete section C-1.

YES
❑

NO
❑

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If "yes', complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES
❑

NO
❑

YES

NO

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
"yes°, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES
❑

NO
❑

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES
❑

NO
❑

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES
❑

NO
❑

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If "yes", complete section C 3. (HSC BPC §26057)

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis Licens- s Sus • nded, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:

Page 2 of 3

Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Felon/ or
Misdemeanor?

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Date of Parole:

Details:
Felon/ or
Misdemeanor?

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Date of Parole:

Details:
Felony or
Misdemeanor?

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Trtie:

Title:

Title:

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
❑ Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION 8 CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the applicalon is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Date: January 29th, 2019

Signature:
Printed Name:

Michael Yorke

Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
'Portions of the information disclosed in this application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

kWAV.cityofpasadena.netimarijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner. applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

❑ Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)
12I Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
21 Applicant (Complete Sections 8, C, 0 and E)
❑ Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(a1), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Phone Number: 808-799-0943

Name of Entity:
Ownership %:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

Authorized Agent:

Title:

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION 8: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.

Full Name:

Kang
Last

Daniel
First

H

Date of birth:

Mailing
Address:
Apartment/Unitt:

Street Address
State

City
Phone:

808-799-0943

Email: kang.daniel@gmail.com

Page 1 of 3

ZIP Code

Ownership %

13.75%

Title:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

Co-Chief Executive Manager
Ocean Green Management LLC

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If "yes", complete section C-1.

YES
❑

NO
g

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If "yes', complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES
❑

NO

YES
❑

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If "yes', complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)
4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
"yes°, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES
❑

NO
g

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES
❑

NO
❑

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES
❑

NO
g

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis Licens- s Sus • nded, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets if necessary.
License
Authority :

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Details:
License

Authority :

License

Suspension or

Type

Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:

Page 2 of 3

Er

Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Felony or
Misdemeanor?

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Date of Parole:

Details:
Felony or
Misdemeanor?

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of

Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code

Felony or

Section:

Misdemeanor?

Date of
Probation

Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Title:

Title:
SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

2

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Signature:
Printed Name:

)0144,/,/

Daniel Kang

Date: 1 / 24 / 19

Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
'Portions Of the information disrfased in Mrs application is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

wrnircityofpasadena.netimarijuana-regulations

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest In the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

❑ Entity Owner (Complete Sections A andE)
2 Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
El Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
❑ Nal-owner with financial interest (Compete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTITY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and ProfesSons
Code section 26001(a1), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Phone Number.

Name of Entity:
Ownership %:

Email:

Organizational Structure:

Title:

Authorized Agent:
List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Title:
Title:
Title:

Name:
Name:
Name:
Name:

Title:
Title:

Name:
Name:

Title:
Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:
Name:

Title:
Title:

SECTION B: OWNER/NON-OWNER/APPLICANT INFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer.
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.
Full Name:

Okubo
Last

Yoshito

Date of Mir

Ant

Mailing
Address:
Street Address

Phone:

City
1-604-440-8116

ApartmentJUnit #
ZIP Code
Slate
Email: yos_ok24@hotmail.com

Ownership %

Manager

11.26%
Current Employer

Social Security No.

Self Employed

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If *yes". complete section C-1.

YES

NO

0

121

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If "yes", complete section C-2. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

O

0

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If yes', complete section C-3. (NW BPC §26057)

O

0

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
yes'. complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES
0

NO

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100)

YES
O

NO
0

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Section C-2: Cannabis License s Sus. ended, Revoked or Denied
Use additional sheets ifnecessary
License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
License
Authority :
Details:
Page 2 013

O

0

Section C-3: Criminal Violation s
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Felony or
Misdemeanor?

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Date of Parole:

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:
Details:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation:

Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:
Felony or
Misdemeanor?
Date of Parole:

Details:
Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis 0. erations in the Ci of Pasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Title:

Title:

Title:
SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS

Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification
SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Signature:
Printed Name:

Date: do

201/

Applicant/Owner Information Form*
Commercial Cannabis Screening Application
'Portions of the information disclased in this appication is public information
pursuant to the California Public Records Act.

tWAY cityofpa sadena.neLimarijua na -regula tions

INSTRUCTIONS: Complete the pertinent sections for each owner, applicant, entity owner and non-owner with financial interest in the business.
A separate form is required for each individual.
Type:

❑

Entity Owner (Complete Sections A and E)

1E1 Owner (Complete Sections B, C, D and E)
❑ Applicant (Complete Sections B, C, 0 and E)
❑ Non-owner with financial interest (Complete Sections B and E)

SECTION A: ENTRY OWNERSHIP INFORMATION
An entity is anything other than an individual. If an entity is an owner of the commercial cannabis business pursuant to Business and Professions
Code section 26001(a1), you will need to complete the following information. Attach additional pages if needed.
Name of Entity:

Phone Number:

Ownership %:

Organizational Structure:

Email:

Authorized Agent:

Title:

List entity members below (attach additional sheets if necessary):
Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

Name:

Title:

SECTION B: OWNERMON•OWNER/APPUCANTINFORMATION
Pursuant to 16 CCR § 5023, an owner is defined as a person with an aggregate ownership interest of 20% or more, chief executive officer,
member of the board of directors of a nonprofit, or an individual participating in the direction, control, or management of the applicant. All business
owners must be listed, including the applicant.

Full Name:

Baker
Last

Mailing
Address:

David

1

Date of birth:

M.L

First

PO Box 23
Street Address

Apartment/Unit.

Carlotta

CA

City
Phone:

509-262-4442

State
Email:

Page 1 of 3

David@thcco.com

95528
ZIP Code

Ownership %

45

nue:

Social Security No.

Current Employer:

Manager
Stratto LLC

SECTION C: DECLARATIONS
1. Do you have an ownership or financial interest (as defined in Title 16 CCR 5003 and 5004) in a licensed cannabis business?
If 'yes', complete section C-1.

YES

0

❑

2. Have you ever been denied a permit or state license to engage in commercial cannabis activity, or had a permit or state
license to engage in commercial cannabis activity suspended and not reinstated, or revoked, by any city, county, city and
county, or any other state cannabis licensing authority? If 'yes', comple section C-2. (PMC g5.78.100)

YES

NO

NO

El

❑

YES

NO

3. Have you ever been convicted of a crime? If "yes', complete section C-3. (HSC BPC §26057)

0

❑

4. Have you owned or operated any cannabis-related business(es) in the City of Pasadena on or after December 14, 2017? If
"yes°, complete section C-4. (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

0

0

5. Have you ever been notified that you were conducting commercial cannabis activity in non-compliance with City of Pasadena
ordinances, codes, and requirements and failed to discontinue operating in a timely manner? (PMC §5.78.100)

YES

NO

0

0

6. Have you ever failed to pay federal, state, or local taxes and/or fees when notified by the appropriate agencies?
(PMC §5.78.100

YES

NO

0

0

Section C-1: Other Licensed Cannabis Businesses
Use additional sheets rf necessary.

Agency:
California Dept of Food & Aq
Description of
business:
Medium Mixed-Light Tier 2

License No. TAL18-0004889

Date Issued: 06/15/2018

Agency:
California Dept of Food &
Description of
Small Mixed-Light Tier 2
business:

License No.

Date Issued:

Agency:
Description of
business:

Ag

Bureau of Cannabis Control

TAL18-0004860

06/11/2018

License No. C13-18-0000125 -TEMP Date Issued: 12/24/2018

Distributor Transport Only
Section C-2: Cannabis Licen

s sta.

dect Revoked or Denied

Use additional sheets rf necessary.
License
License
Authority : Bureau of Cannabis Control Type
Details:

Distributor Transport Only

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

11/20/2018

Denied - submitted with incorrect address. New application with correct address was approved

License
Authority :

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

License
Type

Suspension or
Revocation Date:

Details:
License
Authority :
Details:

Page 2 of 3

Section C-3: Criminal Violation(s)
Use additional sheets if necessary.

Felony or
Misdemeanor?

Code
Section:

Date of
Conviction:

Date of

Date of
incarceration:

Probation:

Date of Parole:

Code
Section:
Date of
Probation

Felony or
Misdemeanor?

Details:
Date of
Conviction:
Date of
incarceration:

Date of Parole:

Details:

Section C-4: Commercial Cannabis Operations in the City ofPasadena
Use additional sheets if necessary.
Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Business
Name:
Dates of
Operation:

Business
Address:

Tea

Tee:

El

SECTION D: REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
Copy of a currently valid government-issued identification

SECTION E: AFFIRMATION & CONSENT
Under penally of perjury, I hereby declare that the information contained within and submitted with the application is complete, true and
accurate. I understand that misrepresentation of fact is cause for rejection of this screening application, denial of a license, or revocation of
a license issued.
Date:

Signature:
Printed Name

David Baker

01/29/2019

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Agency
State of Washington
State of Washington
State of Washington
State of Washington
State of Washington
State of Washington
State of Washington
State of Washington

Description of business
License Number
Date Issued
417125
8/13/2014
Processor 1
416050
8/13/2014
Processor 2
419691
8/13/2014
Producer
412719
8/13/2014
Producer
425600
8/13/2014
Producer
416052
3/1/2017
Producer
416279
8/13/2014
Producer
413277
4/12/2016
Producer / Processor

– Business Plan
Cannabis Retailer Permit Application —

Pasadena, California

E

MERU
HE IGHTS

Ocean Green Management, LLC

Section 1: Qualifications of Owners & Operators
Experience
David Baker (Owner 45%)
Mr. Baker was born and raised in California and has over twenty years of experience as a
business owner and entrepreneur. He has built, owned, and managed a variety of successful
businesses over the years including Arizona House Painters, AZ Custom Coatings, Verdigris,
and Canyon State Homes. Arizona House Painters was previously one of the largest painting
companies in the Arizona area. During the home building boom in the 2000s, they were
painting over 100 homes per week and had over 300 employees. At the same time, Mr. Baker
was part of an independent advisory board for the Arizona Department of Environmental Quality
(ADEQ) to advise on dust control measures.

In 2014, Mr. Baker successfully launched Kettle River Industries and introduced them into the
Washington Cannabis sector which resulted in the acquisition of 160,000 square feet of licensed
growing canopy space as well as the creation of The Hempire Co., Kettle River Cannabis Co.,
Tiff CBD and the Trikom brands. During this time, Mr. Baker co-hosted Industry Roundtable
discussions with the WSLCB Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Control board’s
board's Rick
Garza, WSLCB Director and Jane Rushford, WSLCB Board Chair and the Washington
CannaBusiness Association.
Mr. Baker has worked with the Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Control boards on a joint
initiative with the Washington State Department of Agriculture to create a certified organic stamp
“Natural Cannabis"
Cannabis” standards, alongside Washington State University for the regulations of
for "Natural
viable and non-viable pesticides which have set the standards for other State regulations.
Utilizing his experience and expertise in the cannabis sector, Mr. Baker entered in the California
cannabis market under The Hempire Company LLC, entered the Nevada hemp market, and is
in the final stages of licensing to enter the Nevada cannabis market. In Humboldt County,
California, Mr. Baker controls 32,000 square feet of licensed canopy for Medical Cultivation and
RRR (Retirement, Remediation, and Relocation) Cultivation with the ability to perform transport
distribution. The Nevada operations began with the successful cultivation of 240 acres of CBD
hemp and will provide both medical and recreational cultivation, production, and distribution in
the near future. He has always worked to create a cultivation methodology for a low carbon
footprint and completely natural cannabis product.
More recently, Mr. Baker was approached by the Association of Washington Business Vice
President, Gary Chandler, and Director of Government Affairs, Mary Catherine McAleer, to
advise on Cannabis Clean Air Policy and Odor Control for the Department of Ecology in the
State of Washington. Mr. Baker has also been asked to advise on environmental conditions for
water rights.
With all his endeavors, Mr. Baker has aimed to create a friendly diverse corporate culture while
continuing to grow his businesses with members of the local community.

References:
Jane Rushford, Board Chair
Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Control Board
Phone: 360-664-1711
Cell: 360-584-7771
Jane.rushford@lcb.wa.gov
www.Icb.wa.gov
www.lcb.wa.gov

Rick Garza, Director
Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Control Board
Phone: 360-664-1650
RJG@lcb.wa.gov
RJG@Icb.wa.gov
www.Icb.wa.gov
www.lcb.wa.gov

Frank Odell, Supervisor & Licensing
Washington State Liquor and Cannabis Control Board
Phone: 360-664-1646
Frank.odell@lcb.wa.gov
www.Icb.wa.gov
www.lcb.wa.gov

Gary Chandler, Vice President, Government Affairs
Association of Washington Businesses
Phone: 360-943-1600
Cell: 360-870-2913
qaryca,awb.orq
garyc@awb.org
www.awb.org

Mary Catherine McAleer, Government Affairs Director
Association of Washington Businesses
Cell: 360-870-2918
marycm@awb.org
www.awb.org

Derek I. Sandison, Director
Department of Agriculture
Phone: 360-902-1887
dsandison@agr.wa.gov
www.agr.wa.gov

CROP Infrastructure (Owner 30%)
CROP Infrastructure Corporation is a publicly traded company that provides financing solutions
to select cannabis businesses that have best in class ethical and operational procedures.
CROP is engaged in the business of investing, constructing, owning, leasing, and investing in
cannabis projects in both cultivation and retail. CROP helps cannabis companies to achieve
growth and revenue targets by increasing accessibility, efficiency, scalability, and sustainability
through capital investment and management oversight. CROP will have quarterly internal
Management’s operations
operations and
and accounting
accounting to
to ensure
ensure we
are held
held to
to the
the
audits of Ocean Green Management's
we are
highest IFRS (International Financial Reporting Standard) principle.
Daniel Kang (Owner 13.75%)
Daniel has over 8 years of experience as a professional in the banking and compliance space.
Daniel began his career in the Middle Office Product Control and Compliance division at
Lehman Brothers in Japan in 2006. His main duty of reconciling the hundreds of financial
products daily against the trade ledger in a complicated high-stakes environment has prepared
him well for inventory management of a retail store. Daniel saw the need for tighter oversight of
regulations first-hand during the financial crisis that lead to the bankruptcy of the company and
eventually lead to his position as a back office compliance consultant at Tricor Japan.
At Tricor Daniel helped American and European companies navigate through the many
corporate compliance and tax requirements of the Japanese system. As an engagement
manager his main role was to understand the compliance requirements of doing business in
Japan and explain its importance to country managers who were unfamiliar with Japanese
business rules and regulations. Topics covered included tax regulations, HR regulations,
banking regulations, and corporate secretarial regulations. The company provided ongoing
compliance outsourcing for firms operating in Japan and Daniel ensured that each of his 50+
active clients remained compliant with the Japanese authorities. Clients were from a wide
range of industries including King, Tommy Bahama, App Annie, Mercedes Benz, and Research
Now.
In 2016 Daniel returned home to California to utilize his experience in the newly developing
cannabis industry anticipating the importance of compliance with local and state laws. Since
then Daniel has focused on learning all things related to the cannabis industry with a focus on
retail dispensary operations and compliance in accordance with Medicinal and Adult-Use
Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act (MAUCRSA) and local laws.
Yoshito Okubo (Owner 11.25%)
Yoshito has over 10 years of experience as a technology and startup professional. He is
currently the Director of Operations at REV, a rideshare business that is powered by blockchain
members and
and is
is involved
REV’s operational
technology. He is one of four startup members
involved in building REV's
strategy,
fund
raising,
business
development
and
marketing.
He’s
also
worked
as the
the Regional
Regional
strategy, fund raising, business development and marketing. He's also worked as
Head of Business Development and COO with Honestbee, covering 4 different markets for 3

separate logistics business verticals. Previous to this, he was the General Manager of Hailo
Singapore and Operations Director at Hailo Japan.

Advisors

Ocean Green Management has experts in the fields of medicine, legal compliance, tax, and
nutrition on the Advisory Board to ensure industry best practices in all aspects of our operations.
They will be consulted whenever there is an update in rules and regulations, a new product is
being considered for the store, and for any other issues and queries that could benefit from their
expert insight.
Dr. Philip Blair, M.D.
Dr. Philip Blair, (Colonel US Army retired) is a Family Physician and consultant in disease
management in the Pacific Northwest. After medical assignments in 3 continents and 29 years
in uniform he retired from the Army and began consulting on complex disease management for
workers insurance programs. In 2014 Dr. Blair began studying, treating, and lecturing about the
human body’s
human
body's natural endocannabinoid system (ECS) and the non-psychoactive hemp derived
cannabidiol (CBD). He is an established expert on CBD with clinical experience with over 2,000
patients. He has consulted with health professionals, parents, and businesses in a dozen
countries about how CBD can improve serious medical disorders. He is a clinical advisor for
Elixinol LLC and Medical Director at Pro Health Advisor, Inc.
Laura Lagano, MS, RD, CDN
Laura Lagano is co-founder of the Holistic Cannabis Network and co-producer of the Holistic
Cannabis Summit, committed to lifting the stigma surrounding cannabis and moving the
conversation forward by education health professionals and consumers about the healing herb.
Laura is a registered dietician and nutritionist who integrates her allopathic background with
cutting-edge training in functional medicine, counseling clients and businesses in New Jersey,
New York, and online. Laura holds a Bachelor of Science in Dietetics from SUNY Oneonta and
Master of Science in Nutrition Education from Teachers College, Columbia University, where
she is currently a doctoral candidate in Nutrition & Health Education. She received advanced
training in clinical nutrition and biochemistry from the Institute of Functional Medicine,
positioning her to be among a handful of RDNs with board certification in functional medicine.
Robert Carp, Esq.
Robert Carp is a practicing attorney and a Harvard trained government scientist in the Boston
area and is a frequent speaker nationwide on the subject of business operations, corporate
structure, and tax issues in the cannabis industry. He also writes for the Cannabis Law Report
and is an Enrolled Agent with the IRS, practicing in tax courts around the country. Considered
a cannabis industry tax expert, Robert has written extensively on helping cannabis businesses
navigate through the IRS tax code 280E. He has lectured on the subject numerous times at
major cannabis conferences that has helped CPAs and lawyers understand and work with

cannabis clients and their specific tax issues. Robert is a prolific author on the subject of
cannabis
and is
is soon
soon publishing his next
next book
book "Cannabis
“Cannabis Federal
Federal Tax
Tax Guide".
Guide”.
cannabis and
Ownership Team
The Emerald Heights (The Company) ownership will convene together on a weekly conference
call to review ongoing operations and make decisions on any major business matters. Owner
and Co-Executive Manager Daniel Kang will relocate to Pasadena and be dedicated to the
operations of the retail storefront
storefront as
as the
the store's
store’s General Manager. David Baker will be reporting
in from his
cultivation
which
will
his
business
provide a
a clear
clear view
view of
of the
the supply
supply chain’s
business
provide
chain's status and
CROP’s
any issues that may arise. Yoshito Okubo and the team at CROP will be reporting from CROP's
headquarters in Vancouver, BC and provide assistance through the weekly meetings or joining
on the ground whenever additional assistance is necessary.

Organizational Chart
Alto Holdings Ltd
David Baker

Crop Infrastructure Corporation

Northstar Venture LLC
Daniel Kang, Yoshito Okubo

General Manager
Daniel Kang

Legal Counsel
Michael Cindrich

Advisor
Philip Blair

r
Assistant Manager

Assistant Manager

Advisor
Laura Lagano

Security Director

Advisor
Robert Carp
Quality Assurance Specialist

Inventory Control Specialist

Client Education Specialist

IT Specialist

Online Media Specialist

Community Outreach
Specialist

Retail Floor Sales Staff

Retail Floor Sales Staff

Security Officers

Section 2: Business Plan, Sub-Section 2A: Operations
Standard Operating Procedures (SOP)
Our Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) and Employee Handbook was created in
“Standard Operating
conjunction with our Advisor Robert Carp’s
Carp's industry standard guide "Standard
Dispensaries”. Customized SOPs for each day to day operations are
Procedures for Cannabis Dispensaries".
organized in an Employee Handbook for all new employees to review and refer to any time
during their employment. Detailed topics for employees include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Retail Dispensary Operations
Opening and Closing Procedures
Complaint Log and Procedures
Product Log Sheet
Destruction of Product
Packaging and Labeling
Equipment Maintenance
OSHA Compliance
Adverse Reaction Reporting
Anti-Diversion Policies
Product Recall
Record Retention Process
Safety Training
Team Contact Procedures

Financial Plan
Startup Costs
. All items including tenant
Startup Costs including CAPEX is estimated to be
improvements, employee costs, legal costs, consultant costs, initial inventory, and other startup
costs are calculated in this total. Please refer to the table below for detailed estimates.

START UP
EXPENSES
CAPEX
Start-up Costs (Total), including CAPEX
Advertising/Marketing
Computer Equipment
Computer Software
Supplies

Travel
Equipment
Furniture & Fixtures
Leasehold Improvements
Security Deposit(s)
Business Licenses/Permits/Fees
Professional Services - Legal, Accounting
Consultant(s)
Inventory
Miscellaneous
Financial Plan —
– 3 Year Pro Forma
Operating expenses are calculated to be approximately:

•
•
•

Startup Year (2019):
Year 2 (2020):
Year 3 (2021):

The increase each year reflects the added costs as we grow bigger as a business. Major
operating expenses include employee salaries, rent, annual business license fees, and fees
charged for professional services.
Total tax revenue to be generated is approximately:
•
•
•

Startup Year (2019):
Year 2 (2020):
Year 3 (2021):
Pro-Forma

Gross Revenc
Revenue
Integrated MFG
MFG & Retail
Retail)
Sales (Vertically Integrated
Flower
Pre-rolled
Edibles
Extracts & Oils

Others
Accessories & Others

2019

2020

2021

Total Expenses

includingCAPEX
CAPER
Start-up
Start-up Costs
Costs(Total),
(Total),including
Advertising/Marketing
Advertising/Marketing
Equipment
Computer Equipment
Computer
Computer Software
Computer
Software
Supplies
Supplies
Travel
Travel
Equipment
Equipment
Furniture &
Furniture
& Fixtures
Fixtures
Leasehold
Leasehold Improvements
Improvements
Security Deposit(s)
Security
Deposit(s)
Business Licenses/Permits/Fees
Business
Licenses/Permits/Fees
Professional Services
Professional
Services--Legal,
Legal,Accounting
Accounting
Consultant(s)
Consultant(s)
Inventory
Inventory
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Cost
Cost of
ofGoods
GoodsSold
Sold
Flowers
Flowers
Pre-rolled
Pre-rolled
Edibles
Edibles
Extracts &
Extracts
& Oils
Oils
Accessories &&Others
Accessories
Others
Packaging and
Packaging
andBags
Bags

Expenses
Operating
OperatingExpenses
Accounting
Accounting
Banking Fees
Banking
Fees
Interest Expense
Interest
Expense
Insurance
Insurance
Legal
Legal
Armor
Armor Car
Car Transport
Transport
Employee Salaries
Employee
Salaries
Manager/Executive Salary
Manager/Executive
Salary
Employee Payroll
Employee
PayrollTaxes
Taxesand
andBenefits
Benefits
Staff
Staff Expenses
Expenses
Rent
Utilities
Utilities
Telephone &
Telephone
& Internet
Internet
Equipment
Office Equipment
Office Expenses
Expenses
Equipment
Equipment
Marketing
& Promotions
Marketing &
Promotions
Computer
Equipment
Computer Equipment
IT & Software
Software
Security
Security
Transportation
Transportation
Other Consultants
Other
Consultants
Miscellaneous Expenses
Miscellaneous
Expenses

NET INCOME
tnicnAfF
NET INCOME AFTER TAX
Sales Tax
Sales
Tax
Excise Tax
Excise
Tax
Pasadena Cannabis
Tax
Pasadena
CannabisBusiness
Business
Tax
ASSUMPTIONS
ASSUMPTIOf
Monthly Pasadena
Monthly
PasadenaVisitors
Msitors
Monthly Visitor
Monthly
MsitorAdoption
AdoptionRate
Rate
Total Visitor
Total
MsitorCustomers
Customers

Population
Local Pasadena
Local
PasadenaPopulation
Local Adoption
Local
AdoptionRate
Rate
Total Local
Total
LocalCustomers
Customers
Population
Surrounding Population
Surrounding
Surrounding Population
Rate
Surrounding
PopulationAdoption
Adoption
Rate
Total Surrounding
Customers
Total
SurroundingPopulation
Population
Customers
Total Customers
Total
Customers

Emerald
Emerald Heights
HeightsMarketshare
Werketshare
Emerald Heights
Emerald
HeightsTotal
TotalCustomers
Customers
Average Cost
Flower
Average
CostofofFlower
Average Cost
Average
CostofofPre-rolled
Pre-rolled
Average Cost
Average
CostofofEdibles
Edibles
Average Cost
Average
CostofofExtracts
Extracts& &Oils
Oils
Average Cost
Others
Average
CostofofAccessories
Accessories& &
Others

% of
of Flower
FlowerPurchased
Purchased
% of
of Pre-rolled
Pre-rolledPurchased
Purchased
% of
of Edibles
EdiblesPurchased
Purchased
% of
of Extracts
Extracts&&Oils
OilsPurchased
Purchased
% of
of Accessories
Accessories&&Others
OthersPurchased
Purchased
NumberofofFlower
Flower
Total Number
Total
Total Number
Pre-rolled
Total
NumberofofPre-rolled
Total Number
Edibles
Total
NumberofofEdibles
Total Number
Total
NumberofofExtracts
Extracts& &Oils
Oils
Total Number
Others
Total
NumberofofAccessories
Accessories& &
Others
Flower Revenue
Flower
Revenue
Pre-rolled Revenue
Pre-rolled
Revenue
Edibles Revenue
Edibles
Revenue
Extracts &&Oils
Extracts
OilsRevenue
Revenue
Accessories &&Others
Accessories
OthersRevenue
Revenue
Total Revenue
Total
Revenue
Average Spent
Average
Spentby
byCustomer
Customer
Average Cost
Average
CostofofFlower
Flower
Average Cost
Average
CostofofPre-rolled
Pre-rolled
Average Cost
Average
CostofofEdibles
Edibles
Average Cost
Average
CostofofExtract
Extract&&Oils
Oils
Average Cost
Others
Average
CostofofAccessorries
Accessorries& &
Others
Total Cost
Total
Costof
ofFlowers
Flowers
Total Cost
Total
Costof
ofPre-rolled
Pre-rolled
Total Cost
Total
Costof
ofEdibles
Edibles
Total Cost
Total
Costof
ofExtract
Extract&&Oils
Oils
Total Cost
Others
Total
Costof
ofAccessorries
Accessorries& &
Others
Total Cost
Total
Costof
ofGoods
GoodsSold
Sold

Flower
Net Profit
Net
ProfitFlower
Pre-Rolled
Net Profit
Net
ProfitPre-Rolled
Net Profit
Net
ProfitEdibles
Edibles
Net Profit
Net
ProfitExtract
Extract&&Oils
Oils
Net Profit
Net
ProfitAccessories
Accessories&&Others
Others
Net Profit
Net
Profit

Sales Tax
Sales
Tax
Excise Tax
Excise
Tax
Pasadena Cannabis
Tax
Pasadena
CannabisBusiness
Business
Tax

9.50%
9.50%
15.0%
15.0%
6%

9.50%
9.50%
15.0%
15.0%
6%

9.50%
9.50%
15.0%
15.0%
6%

Accounting Procedures
Our POS system will log every transaction electronically throughout the day and provide us the
data to be forwarded to our accounting firm California Cannabis CPA. At the end of each day
the General Manager will confirm and sign off on the day's
day’s transactions and forward it to our
accounting partner. Our CPA is the leading firm for companies looking for assistance in tax
planning and accounting support in the cannabis space. They specialize in California's
California’s
cannabis tax codes as well as 280E of the IRS tax code and will assist us in:

•
•
•
•
•

Tax preparation of federal, sales, and local income tax returns
Accounting and book-keeping services
Back-office support
Preparation of financial statements
Audits and forensic accounting

We will also utilize the quarterly internal audit of the company by CROP as an opportunity to
further review our financials with internal accountants. The accounting procedures will follow
the standard IFRS reporting procure for publicly listed companies and CROP will be audited by
a third party. Any major policy change will be discussed and prepared for in conjunction with
our CPA firm California Cannabis CPA and our tax advisor Robert Carp.

CONFIDENTIAL
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Records Software
Point of Sale (POS) System
Our POS system, BioTrack, is an industry leading seed-to-sale cannabis tracking software.
BioTrack works in conjunction with the California Cannabis Track-and-Trace (CCTT) system
called Marijuana Enforcement Tracking Reporting Compliance (METRC) through its API and
provides California state specific unique identifiers (UIDs) for reporting the movement of
cannabis products. The system has extensive cannabis tracking and reporting capabilities to
assist state and local governments with enforcing regulations, collecting taxes, and preventing
cannabis diversion. Chain of custody is recorded at every step electronically and plays a key
part for any audits on inventory.

The records management tool allows for complete tracking of the product from the delivery
manifest to the moment the sale is complete. The system will automatically record all data and
reports are retained within the system both on the cloud and onto our local backup server.
store’s
BioTrack can integrate with METRC and automatically sync reportable data from our store's
transactions and activities as they occur in real time for up to date track and trace reporting.
system’s compliance with
The traceability system has passed a SSAE 16 audit to certify the system's
strict standards for service companies reporting on compliance controls.
Our POS system will have compliance features built into the system including:

•
•
•

Age verification scanner used to prevent underage sales and a final check of customer
information with ID barcode scanners prior to purchase.
Built in alerts that automatically calculate product equivalencies and alert staff if
purchase limits have been exceeded.
Hours of operation limits that shut down the system and ensure staff only operate within
the authorized hours of operation.

Track and Trace Reporting
The CCTT system METRC track-and-trace system will be used statewide to record the
inventory and movement of cannabis products through the commercial cannabis supply chain.
Records of the product from seed to sale will be recorded in METRC and the management team
will ensure all cannabis products received has traceable records and the proper licenses and
testing done to all products. Management will also monitor the API connection between our
POS system and METRC throughout the day to make sure that the real-time connection and
updates are functioning properly throughout the business day and will alert the IT specialist and
officials if any issues arise. The steps required to use the METRC system are:
A. Submit an annual license application with the Bureau of Cannabis Control which will give
us the ability to register for the CCTT Account Manager New Business System Training.
B. The designated account manager (General Manager) will register and complete the
CCTT training to get the annual license and be credentialed to access the CCTTMETRC system.
C. After being credentialed the account manager can access the METRC system.

D. As a retailer we will be receiving packages from testing labs and distributor licensees
with the UID tag already on the product. As per state law all cannabis that is transferred
from one licensee to another must have a UID physically attached to the package.
E. A transfer must be created in the system anytime a package moves from one licensed
facility to another.
F. The tag will have the package ID #, test facility license number, and the ID barcode.
G. Complete package status and history can be viewed in the METRC system using each
package’s
package's unique serial number.
H. Recording of sales in METRC is the last even in the chain of custody and will be entered
by transaction as per California requirements and record in the system:
a. Total quantity
b. Unit of measure
c. Date and time of sale
d. Total dollars of the sale
I. All reports must be entered within 24 hours and the General Manager will export data
from BioTrack in CSV file format and upload it daily as part of the end of business day
process.
Traceability Portal
The traceability portal provided by BioTrack is a secure, online, data hub that provides detailed
analytics for regulatory agencies and law enforcement. The data allows authorities to track
cannabis transportation and inventory in real-time. Detailed financial reports are available for
the Department of Revenue or other agencies that may require our data. This system provides
a transparent view into the activities of the store and ensures compliance and adherence to
local and state laws.

State Testing Requirements
Control’s Proposed Text of Regulations
In accordance with the California Bureau of Cannabis Control's
Chapter 2 Section 5314, all testing and sampling records will be reflected on the shipping
state’s METRC track-and-trace system and UID. Certified third-party
manifest through the state's
cannabis lab test results from a Type 8 license holder will be required for all cannabis products
that we receive.

As per the standard operating procedures for product deliveries, the General Manager and
Assistant Manager will be required to sign off on a delivery manifest sheet verifying the test
results on the track and trace system for every delivery. This two manager sign off system will
be another layer of security to ensure all products are tested and keep management
accountable for this crucial step in compliance. If we determine that a product has not been
tested properly or tampered with in any way, we will reject the delivery to prevent the product
from reaching our sales floor. A rejected package will require the originating licensee to receive
the rejected package back into inventory.

Packaging Requirements
All products will be required to be in state compliant, tamper evident, child-resistant packaging
prior to delivery. Child-resistant packaging needs to be designed to be difficult for children
under the age of five to open and follow standards listed in the federal Poison Prevention
Packaging Act of 1970. Packaging cannot imitate products typically marketed to children or
imitate packaging used for non-cannabis food products. There are two types of packaging:
•
•

Single Use: the package is initially child resistant, but once opened, it is no longer child
resistant.
Multiple Use: the package maintains its child resistance throughout the life of the
package. It can be opened and closed and remain child resistant.

The primary panel will have at minimum 6 point font:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Display information clearly and legibly
Have all labeling visible on the outer layer of packaging
Include both THC and CBD content on the primary panel in milligrams
Net weight or volume of the product not including the packaging
Have the California Universal symbol that identifies products as containing cannabis
Will not be attractive to children or have any false information or unproven health claims

The information panel will have:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manufacture name and contact
Date of manufacture
List of ingredients
Instructions for use
UID number and batch number
Government warning statement for cannabis products in capital letters and bold font
Expiration, use-by, or best-by date

Edibles are required to have multiple use packaging and must be opaque so that they consumer
cannot see the product through the packaging. Edibles will also be required to have:
•
•
•
•

The words
“Cannabis-Infused” listed
listed above
above the
the product
name and
and in a text size larger
words "Cannabis-Infused"
product name
than the product name
THC and CBD serving in milligrams
Sodium, sugar, carbohydrates, and total fat (in grams per serving)
Major food allergens and artificial food colorings (if applicable)

Employee Training

Once hired all employees will be trained by the management team over the course of the initial
two weeks. The training will follow the standard operating procedures of the company as well

Company’s Security
Security Plan
Plan (section 4). Candidates
as the safety and security guidelines from the Company's
who have provided sound references and demonstrated that they have the appropriate
experience level be hired as provisional employees while they participate in comprehensive
operational and safety training which is required for all personnel.
Employees will be given The Emerald Heights Employee Handbook that has SOPs that provide
step by step guides to their daily duties. Employees will be expected to learn our standard
operating procedures and will be able to refer to this document whenever it is needed.

On the job training with close manager
oversight will
will make
make up
up the
the bulk
of the
the employee's
employee’s
manager oversight
bulk of
training covering topics including, but not limited to:

In addition to on-site training employees will be enrolled in the Cannabis Products Sales and
Training Program at the Trichome Institute. The Trichome Institute has been setting the highest
standards for science, education, and certification in the cannabis industry since 2014 and the
online and live curriculums are reviewed and approved by the highest authorities in cannabis
law, science, and medicine. The online course will further explore sales topics such as:

The course has a final exam for a CPST certification that we will require our employees to get
Institute’s CPST
a solid
solid foundation
foundation of
of
within
of hiring. Trichome Institute's
CPST certification
certification provides
provides a
knowledge that will help our staff provide a higher level of customer service to our clients.
In addition to the course provided above, we will sponsor any employees who would like to
the General
Manager’s approval. The events
attend any cannabis conferences or events with the
General Manager's
can range from an educational workshop that can further their understanding of cannabis, to a
recreational event such as the annual Cannabis Cup which can help expand their network in the
industry. Fostering an environment that encourages employee career growth and development
in the industry will be beneficial to the employee and provide a positive general work
environment.

of training on legal
Additionally all employees will be required to undergo a minimum of
requirements and best practices using a curriculum approved by the Department as per section
Institute’s curriculum is not included in the
8.11.120 of the ordinance. In the case the Trichome Institute's
list of approved programs, The Company will provide employees with additional curriculum that
will meet this requirement.

Customer Education
Emerald Heights'
Heights’ fully trained and knowledgeable staff will be the first source of information for
clients who wish to know more about the products. Staff will be trained to teach clients the
potency, effects, and uses of all our products while maintaining a high level of customer service
throughout. Employees will be required to know and understand the level of potency of each
product and how to safely use the product.
We will have a permanent Customer Education Station located in our Community Annex where
station’s
other cannabis informational events could be held as well. Employees can use the station's
tools to engage those clients who are new to cannabis or wish to learn about the plant and its
usage in detail. The station will have:
A. A customized iPad with extensive information on cannabis as a healing plant
• THC and its immediate and long term effects and benefits
• CBD and its immediate and long term effects and benefits
• Potency of cannabis
• Safe and responsible cannabis use:
i. Activities such as driving to avoid while using cannabis
B. Handouts that the customer can take home:
•
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•

C.

D. A sample of different methods of consuming cannabis (without actual cannabis usage or
consumption) at the education station:

•

– Customers can learn about different types of edibles available and the
Edibles —
different effects edibles have on the body when taken orally.
– Customers can see an example of a rolled cannabis joint and
• Rolling papers —
take home our joint rolling instruction handout.
– Customers can learn how to load and smoke cannabis in a traditional
• Pipe —
glass pipe.
– Customers can learn how to use a water pipe.
• Water pipes & hookahs —
– Customers can see an example of a vaporizer and how to use this
• Vaporizers —
device.
– Customers can see an example of a dab system and how to use
• Wax dab kits —
it.
– Customers can learn about the different types of tinctures and its
• Tinctures —
application.
– Customers can learn about topical cannabis and its uses.
• Topical —
“Cannabis Information"
Information” section that will have the same
E. Our website will have a "Cannabis
educational content that can be found at the retail store for all our visitors to access.

Through customer education, our staff can understand the needs and preferences of clients and
effectively direct them to a product that will help and live up to their expectations.

Marketing
Marketing Analysis
A. Current Trends
• Emerald Heights is poised to take advantage of an influx of new recreational
consumers to the cannabis market who are all interested in health benefits,
convenience, and appreciate discretion. Marketing that has an educational and
stigma-erasing focus will be key to these groups.
B. Demographics
• Our target demographic is all adult individuals over the age of 21 and both long time
cannabis users as well as newcomers.
C. Target Markets
Pasadena’s target markets will be segmented by lifestyle, community, shared
• Pasadena's
interests and activities, with attention to both local population and visitors to the city.
• With 3.2 million visitors to Pasadena in 2016, we are excited to offer our modern
cannabis retail store experience as a highlight of the Pasadena tourist experience.
• A city as richly diverse as Pasadena also poses many opportunities for partnerships
and cross-promotions with local business we will find creative ways to connect with
residents and visitors as well as with community organizations long representing
local interests.
D. Competition

•

We recognize the advantage of established retail stores have with customers in the
nearby City of Los Angeles.
• Emerald Heights is looking forward to building a high end retail store and
establishing a reputation for the highest quality products and seamless purchasing
experience that will bring the customers and revenue back to the City of Pasadena.
E. Competitive Advantage
Heights’ will take a different stylistic approach to the cannabis experience
• Emerald Heights'
and the retail space. Emerald Heights plans to provide a welcoming but open floor
environment for customers, where each customer will feel comfortable shopping for
cannabis at their own leisure. By providing a fresh and new retail cannabis
experience we will improve the cannabis shopping experience for our customers.

Marketing Strategy
A. Products
• Emerald Heights will focus on meeting demand for the next generation of cannabis
products such as concentrates, edibles, vapes, CBD topicals, and capsules.
• Our sales strategy includes state compliant premium packaging and accompanying
information designed to both educate and assist the health-conscious consumer,
ensuring safety and empowering our customers to make informed decisions when
purchasing our products.
B. Promotion
• Emerald Heights will advertise intelligently and creatively within the strict rules and
guidelines provided by the State of California and within the parameters set by the
City of Pasadena.
i.
Marketing materials will never be attractive to youth or depict any individual
under 21 years of age.
ii.
Be at least 1,000 feet away from sensitive use areas such as public parks,
day care centers, youth-oriented facilities, any school providing K-12
instruction, and treatment centers.
Marketing will always be honest and never mislead the public in any way.
iii.
iv.
All marketing material will have our license number as per state law.
• Our focus is on scientific data supporting health benefits, quality organic products,
and a high-tech shopping experience that speeds up and improves the overall
process.
• We will promote the positive image of today's
today’s diverse cannabis user and provide our
customers with professional packaging that helps normalize cannabis in our culture.
• The image we promote is one of collaboration and partnership with the City of
Pasadena in complementing its core values and in supporting the tax benefits that go
City’s social equity programs.
to the City's
C. Price
• Our prices will be fair and under that of the highest competitors as our commitment is
to be available and affordable to the majority of the population.

Age and Identification Requirements
In accordance to MAURSA Section 83.26140, we will not:
•
•
•

Sell cannabis products to persons under 21 years of age.
Allow any person under 21 years of age onto the licensed premises.
Employ or retain persons under 21 years of age.

Prior to entering the store, all customers and patients must present to the security officer a valid
government form of photo identification showing that the person is 21 years of age or older.

Signs and notices
Signs that clearly and explicitly prohibit loitering, vagrancy or trespassing will be located around
the perimeter surrounding the entire facility. Additionally, multiple signs indicating the area is
under surveillance will be deterrent to a criminal. We will post a notice conspicuously within the
premises in a minimum 24-point font that states:
“The sale or diversion of cannabis or cannabis products without a license issued by the City of
"The
Pasadena is a violation of State law and the Pasadena Municipal Code.

Secondary sale, barter, or distribution of cannabis or cannabis products purchased from
Emerald Heights is a crime and can lead to arrest.
Patrons must immediately leave the premises and not consume cannabis or cannabis products
until at home or in an equivalent private location. Staff shall monitor the location and vicinity to
ensure compliance.”
compliance."

Sub-Section 2B: Community Benefits
Emerald Heights believes that a responsible corporate citizen should be engaged with local
non-profits and be involved in solving problems in the local community. As a result, Emerald
Heights will develop and execute a community outreach plan to serve the City of Pasadena as
valuable and productive community member.
Social Equity
Emerald Heights recognizes the detrimental effect the War on Drugs has had disproportionately
on individuals and communities of color. While people of color have been harmed by cannabis
prohibition for decades, they are overwhelmingly underrepresented in the industry. It is our duty
as aspiring leaders in the new green economy to incorporate the people whose lives were
upended by cannabis prohibition help them regain their footing in society and share the
successes in the new economy. California has approved through Senate Bill 1294 a state-wide
social equity program that defines social equity applicants as an individual that has:
•
•
•

A California cannabis arrest or conviction prior to November 8, 2016
A low income status defined by 80% below of area median income for the city
Lived in an area that was disproportionately impacted by the War on Drugs for at least 5
years

We will aim to hire those who meet any of the above criteria and also reach out to cannabis
social equity promoting organizations such as The Hood Incubator to find enthusiastic leaders
who want to join the cannabis industry. These employees will be welcomed to join our family
and enjoy the above average starting pay and benefits and also be on the fast track for career
development and learning at the management level. Training programs and opportunities to
learn about the cannabis industry beyond the sales floor will be provided throughout their career
with us as we nurture their development as a leader in the company and in their respective
communities.
The Hood Incubator
The Hood Incubator is a community-centered Oakland-based nonprofit organization whose goal
is to educate and create networks in the cannabis industry for people of color most harmed by
the War on Drugs. Their mission is to increase the participation of minority communities in the
legal cannabis industry through policy advocacy, economic development, and community
Incubator’s open house events where our General
organization. It is at one of The Hood Incubator's
Manager Daniel Kang connected with another minority owned cannabis business, Plain Jane.
Plain Jane
Based in Oakland, CA, Plain Jane was founded by its CEO Duane Dennis in response to the
constant complaints he received about the odor of cannabis during his college days at MIT. He
was the only user of cannabis along with his roommate (and now CTO) in their entire fraternity
house and constantly got complaints due to the pungent smell of cannabis. His housemates

smoked cigarettes and vaporizers and were addicted to nicotine, and he saw firsthand the
friends’ lives.
negative health effects and the firm grip nicotine had on his friends'
This inspired him to create a healthier, non-addictive alternative by using the cannabis plant and
lead to developing a proprietary method that allows the removal of the terpenes and toxins from
the cannabis flower. This removed the harshness of the smoke, psychoactive properties of
THC, and the pungent smell cannabis is known for. Plain Jane currently produces CBD only
products with this new method and will have a THC added version soon with their Type-6
licensee manufacture partner.
We are excited to partner with Plain Jane to bring this unique cannabis item to our retail floor. It
is an effective way to medicate with CBD while being considerate of those who dislike the smell
of cannabis. Their product provides additional options to our discerning customers and allows
their young company to grow with us in the new cannabis economy. It is rare in the industry to
see a company run by a young African-American owner and CEO, and we are excited to work
together and help support diversity of leadership in the cannabis industry.

Compensation Package
Emerald Heights aims to hire local members of the community and will provide an above
industry standard living wages as well as a quality benefits package for every member of the
employee’s happiness and well-being are directly linked to the success of our
team. Our employee's
business and we will do everything to provide a positive workplace that they look forward to
coming to.
All employees will be paid a minimum hourly rate of
and the industry starting standard.

, well above the state minimum wage

Paid time off and sick leave
Although not mandated by law, our company values work life balance and will provide paid time
off for all employees. Employees who have completed 90 days of employment will be eligible
for paid time off (PTO) following the below schedule:
•
•
•
•
•

– 120 days of employment: 1 day PTO
90 —
120 —
– 150 days of employment: 1 additional day (2 total)
150 —
– 200 days of employment: 1 additional day (3 total)
– 300 days of employment: 1 additional day (4 total)
200 —
– 1 year of employment: 1 additional day (5 total)
300 —
• Each year of employment will increase the max number of PTO per year by 2
additional days.
• All accrued but unused vacation PTO days will be paid to the employee in case
of separation as per California state law.
B. Paid sick leave
• All policies follow the Healthy Workplace Healthy Family Act (HWHFA) of 2014.

•
•
•

Employees who work at least 30 days in a year are eligible for paid sick leave.
Employees will accrue 1 hour of sick leave for every 30 hours worked.
Unused sick days will be accrued to the next year up to 48 hours.

All sick leave and work hours will be automatically tracked by our payroll provider Wurk
Cannabis HR and timekeeping dashboard.

Months of Giving Program

will be
as "Months
“Months of
of Giving"
Giving” at
at Emerald
Emerald
The months of November and December will
be dedicated
dedicated as
Heights. These two winter months are the times that those in need are the most vulnerable and
resources are scarce at non-profit organizations. Emerald Heights will contribute the following
“Months of Giving”:
Giving":
during the "Months
A. 5% of all profits will be donated to the below four local non-profits for both November
and December.
B. Any charitable giving to a local non-profit by an employee will be matched by the
company.

Pasadena’s non-profits and their causes are as diverse as the City, and we hope to help across
Pasadena's
“Months of Giving”
Giving" will go to the following nona wide spectrum. Donations received during the "Months
profit organizations, with more potentially to be added as we become more familiar on the
ground with the community and its needs:
A. Pasadena Educational Foundation
• Aims to enhance the education and lives of those in the Pasadena Unified
School District.

• Supported the Pasadena Unified School District for over 45 years.
• Provides programs for children in the classroom through summer programs,
math academies, and promote art and technology education.
• Provides grants to teachers and scholarships to students both need based or for
academic achievements.
B. Union Station Homeless Services
• Founded in 1973 in downtown Pasadena to serve the poor and homeless and
help them rebuild their lives and end homelessness.
• Working with over 40 agencies in the San Gabriel Valley with the goal to end
veteran homelessness.
Provides separate
separate men's
men’s and
and women’s
• Provides
women's dormitories, transitional housing, meals,
case management, and life skills for homeless adults.
• Provides career development through job search support and career planning.
C. Journey House
• Helps former foster youth by providing services that help them make a successful
transition to self-sufficiency.

•

Provides financial assistance to youth while they are in school by helping with
tuition, fees, and costs for textbooks.
• Give guidance and establish self-discipline through counseling and mentorship.
• Prepare youth for the workforce by helping create professional resumes, practice
interviews, providing work attire, and generally guiding them towards selfsufficiency.
• We will proudly sponsor the annual Foster the Future 5k/10k charity run and any
of our employees who participate.
D. Pasadena Police Foundation
• Opportunity to support the men and women who protect the city and make our
operation possible.
• Foundation has programs that provide positive interaction between Police and
local youth through programs such as the Junior Public Safety Academy which
provides a hands-on experience of emergency response to local youth.
• Provides a chance to have meaningful and positive interactions with Police
Officers, Firefighters, and Paramedics of the community.
• We will proudly sponsor the annual Chief's
Chief’s Breakfast which provides additional
foundation’s activities.
support for the foundation's
Community Annex Use for Non-profits

In addition to direct donations and sponsorships of events we will make our Community Annex
(detailed in later sections) available to any non-profit organizations that would like to use it for
the general good of the community. We anticipate our customers to frequent our community
space during their visits to our store and welcome the use of the space to bring awareness to
“Pasadena Goes Pink"
Pink” coordinated by the
community causes or fundraising events such as "Pasadena
Pasadena Fire Department and Huntington Hospital. A contact form both in-store and on our
website to our Community Relations Specialist will be displayed and they will be available year
round to consider any pro-bono and non-profit events with our company.
Year-Round Volunteer Program
Working with non-profit organizations provides a sense of community and fulfillment to anyone
who gets involved, and we aim to spread this to our employees as much as possible. It is
understandable that most people working a full-time job may not have the extra time in their
daily lives to get involved so we have come up with a solution with our Year-Round Volunteer
Program. This company-wide program will offer employees paid time-off for volunteering at a
local non-profit organization. In order to qualify for this program, employees must provide the
following a verification letter from the non-profit organization confirming hours spent
volunteering and turn it into the General Manager. Volunteer time of up to 5 hours a month will
be sponsored per employee and management will encourage employees to take advantage of
Pasadena’s community.
the program in order to get involved and become a part of Pasadena's

Local Business Partnerships
Emerald Heights recognizes the benefits and responsibility of working with the local community.
The construction of the project will be done by one of the local construction companies of
Pasadena who are familiar with
with the
the city's
city’s planning
division and
and Pasadena's
Pasadena’s unique
unique architectural
architectural
planning division
flair. We will take bids from construction companies based in Pasadena who will help us from
the pre-construction phase to final occupancy, meeting both the business design and
compliance requirements.
Emerald Heights will always dedicate a portion of our cannabis wholesale purchases for locally
the City's
City’s cultivation
grown and manufactured cannabis products. Once the
cultivation licenses are issued we
will reach out to the qualified growers to create a partnership that will provide locally grown
cannabis to our customers. The local cultivators and manufacturers will still be held to the high
quality control and safety standards of the company at all times.
Emerald Heights will procure all other ancillary goods and services locally whenever possible
and always strive to employ local residents and help them thrive in the community.

Sub-Section 2C: Product Offerings
Product Procurement
Our evaluation criteria for obtaining the best value includes non-cost factors such as fitness for
purpose, quality, service, and customer support, as well as cost related factors such as price,
life-cycle costs, and transaction costs associated with acquiring, holding, and disposing of the
goods or services. When considering a new product vendor, the General Manager will:

A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Maximize competition between product providers
Examine the company against the evaluation criteria stated above
Consider all costs including incidentals
Ensure impartial and comprehensive evaluation of offers in a timely manner
Ensure selection of the vendor whose offer has the highest degree of value and whose
performance will best meet our requirements

The General Manager and Assistant Manages will make up the procurement team. The
procurement team will review potential product providers in detail. Market research will be the
first step in the sourcing process particularly if the product is new to the market. Request for
information will be made to the company about available products, technologies, services,
qualifications, and experience for review. Product vendors shall always be fully licensed to
produce or manufacture cannabis by their local jurisdiction and the state of California. An
annual audit of qualifications shall be made by the product procurement team to verify vendors
remain licensed and compliant.
Products will be inspected through a strict internal review process to verify compliance, potency,
description, and test results. Products will be required to have been tested at a licensed testing
Control’s code of regulations Title 16, Chapter
lab in accordance with the Bureau of Marijuana Control's
15, Section 5237. The tests will verify the safety of the product and the absence of mold,
pesticides, and other impurities. Additionally, we will verify the vendor's
vendor’s respective capacity,
experience in providing goods to other similar retail stores, and the qualifications and of key
personnel.
vendors’ production and environmental policies. Our
We will thoroughly review the potential vendors'
vendors will be required to have natural and organic processes for the enhanced quality and
safety of our customers. Environmentally conscious producers will be given preference. Once a
complete and thorough evaluation is made, we will enter into an agreement if vendor meets our
requirements.

Natural Product Offerings
Our cultivation partner, The Hempire Company, uses only 100% organic and natural methods to
grow their cannabis.

They practice industry-best standards for organic cannabis cultivation:
A. Soil —
– 100% organic on-farm compost with only organic supplements added to it.
– Earth Juice 100% natural, organic liquid fertilizer.
B. Nutrients —
• Non-burning in plants
• No synthetic phosphate or synthetic potassium
• Non-salt based so no salt-building chemicals or hidden NPK boosting synthetics
C. No pesticides are used.
D. Organic Amendments - Bone meal, blood meal, fish meal, and corn meal is used to
create an organic compost tea.
• Compost tea is sprayed onto the plants and soil to help increase nutrition and
fight insects and disease by decreasing concentrations of soluble nitrogen in
plant tissue.
• Grow companion plants such as marigold, chili peppers, clovers, and other
organic remedies to fend off or distract possible insects.
E. Is not subject to stream diversion as they are agriculturally zoned in a strategic area that
does not require stream diversion.
F. Have own natural wells and own the water rights.
city’s public water supply
• Does not use the city's
• Water drip irrigation is used to conserve usage
G. Zero discharge into the environment with their cultivation methods.
H. Recycle the soil used by re-composting each harvest cycle.
I. 95% of the lighting is natural sunlight.
• Use only energy efficient LED lights for supplemental lighting
J. Dry hand cures cannabis utilizing natural airflow.
• Opposed to artificial dehumidifiers and cooling systems which drain resources
and emit CO2 into the atmosphere.
Our edibles supplier, Kiva Confections, also exclusively uses all natural ingredients. Kiva
Confections meets the standards in accordance with cGMP (current Good Manufacturing
Practices) established by the FDA for the manufacturing, packaging, and distribution of over the
counter drugs. Lab testing is done for the following:

•
•
•
•

Pesticides
Microbiological contaminants
Residual solvents
Cannabinoids

Testing is done by Anresco Labs, an ISO-certified laboratory with over 73 years of experience.
All of our other minor suppliers are verified to be organic without the use of pesticides in any of
their processes. We will ensure to maintain this standard for any vendor that works with us.

Environmental Impact Mitigation
Emerald Heights understands that it has a responsibility to be an environmentally conscious
business. We will take the following steps to ensure environmentally sustainable business
practices:
A. The design team has been commissioned to use reclaimed wood and other eco-friendly
materials for the interior build out.
B. The store will be powered by LED lights which are more efficient and emit 80% less
greenhouse gasses than incandescent bulbs. Energy considerations minimize
greenhouse gas emissions. LED lighting does not accumulate harmful chemicals in the
environment and produce less heat. Additionally, LED lights last from to six to fifty times
longer than other types of lights, reducing waste produced for landfills.
C. Only use post-consumer waste (PCW) recycled paper in paper use, packaging, and
whenever possible.
D. Only use biodegradable cleaners to reduce the toxic chemical runoff into the
environment.
E. Get an annual energy audit to make sure all systems stay efficient.
F. Use green web hosting services that eco-friendly.
• They achieve this by purchasing Renewable Energy Certificates which goes to
developing further green energy initiatives.
G. Have general conservation policies set for the store and our employees such as turning
off lights when not in use, recycle all recyclable trash generated by the store, control the
efficiency of air conditioning system, and other similar measures.

Quality Assurance
All product vendors will be vetted through our internal quality control procedures to ensure legal
compliance, product safety, and product quality. We are responsible for the content and quality
of all products sold from our retail store and will always be in full compliance with all applicable
state and local laws regarding health, safety, and sanitation. We will practice industry-best
standards in regards to expiration dates of products. The Quality Control team will be assigned
to ensure:
A. Quality Control team has the responsibility and authority to approve or reject all
component, product containers, packages, labeling, and cannabis product before they
arrive on the sales floor.

B. Quality Control team has the authority to review delivery manifests and records to
assure that no errors have occurred, or if errors have occurred that they have been fully
investigated and resolved.
C. Cannabis products have the identity, strength, quality, and purity they represent on the
labels to possess
D. With respect to cannabis products that may have been subjected to improper storage
conditions, including extremes in temperature, humidity, smoke, fumes, pressure, or
exposed to any other incidents:
i.
Such products are not salvaged and removed from the sales floor.
ii.
Whenever it is unclear whether such products have been exposed to improper
storage conditions the Quality Control team will either destroy the products, or
send the products back to a licensed testing lab to confirm their fidelity.
E. If products have to be destroyed the Quality Control team must document such
operations by identifying the name, lot number, place of origin, and UID of such
products.
F. Expiration dates
i.
Edibles
• Our POS system will record the date and time when each edible was
obtained and any available perishable date for the product.
• Product expiry will be automatically kept track of from our POS system
and closely monitored by inventory control staff.
• Each perishable item will be stocked until 10 days prior to expiration.
ii.
Flower and Concentrates
• Our POS system will record the date and time when each batch of flower
or concentrated product was received by the dispensary.
Emerald Heights will only purchase products from licensed vendors and ensure products are
tested for pesticides and chemicals in accordance with state law, by a licensed laboratory.
Accurate test results regarding potency, cannabinoid profile, and purity will be made available to
consumers through the information label. Our designated Quality Control team will be rigorous
when enforcing quality control standards to ensure cannabis products which do not meet our
quality standards will not be provided to customers. Any cannabis product that does not meet
our strict quality and safety standards will be returned to its vendor and removed from the retail
floor.
Return and Exchange Policy
All products we sell will be backed by a 100% satisfaction guarantee. If any customer is
unhappy with their purchase for any reason, we will offer an exchange or refund of any product
within 30 days with a valid receipt. This is a no questions asked policy so that our customers
can feel confident about their purchases from our store. The POS system will keep track of
returns just in case to monitor any possible abuse of this policy.

Section 3: Neighborhood Compatibility & Enhancement
Exterior Design Concept
We have developed two possible exterior designs with our design team to best reflect
Pasadena’s architectural traditions in two distinct styles. Both designs aim to not only merge
Pasadena's
into the existing architectural landscape of the city but improve upon them by bringing a fresh,
state of the art retail store presence to existing neighborhoods.
Exterior 1
1

The exterior of the store is a contemporary urban style we have designed to be open and
approachable. We want to help steer the image of the industry away from the hard to find, dark,
modern but
cramped spaces dispensaries have been operating in. The outer facade is chic and modem
the open space will create a non-intimidating atmosphere for even the most novice of cannabis
users.
The knitting together of the building with its historic neighborhood represents an appreciation of
both old and new, and a sensitivity of sewing them together in a continuous environmental
fabric. Texture and pattern, cornerstones of Pasadena's
Pasadena’s architectural traditions are subject to
alterations in scale as the arches become larger than human scale, and the texture and
coloration of stone is supplanted for a sustainable counterpart. In addition to the architectural

rhythms of the “arch”
"arch" pattern, a local recycled timber façade extrudes into space invading the
sidewalk space and inviting pedestrians to become part of the façade underneath the archways.
Exterior 2

Nestled into the rich fabric of Old Town Pasadena, the Mission Bungalow, and Spanish colonial
of the neighborhood.
revival essence is kept in the exterior, cemented as it is to the dynamic of
Symmetrical massing and cross gabled roof with Spanish tile and little eave frame the large
windows which create the canvas on which the open plan of the interior is seen. The
juxtaposition of Spanish ornamentation and contemporary simplicity is the highlight of this
design.
We designed the entrance to be unencumbered with plenty of space between the store and
sidewalk so that we do not slow down or impede any foot traffic around the property. The logo
colors and placement is understated with the black and white finish to give a calm and
professional ambience to match the rest of the building. We have designed our store around a
building in that currently exists in Pasadena. The clean lines and edges of this building
exemplifies the modem
modern and urban architecture found throughout the city. Our concept shows
how Emerald Heights would seamlessly fit in with the neighborhood and take full advantage of
of
the existing landscape of Pasadena.

Interior Design Concept
We have designed the retail floor to be an open space with similar to any other retail store in
other industries. The products will be placed in the islands, allowing employees to walk around
the store assisting customers. The island setup allows customers seeking assistance to easily
get to one of many staff members roaming the floor. Experienced users that know which
products they are interested in can get to it quicker without having to rely on a staff member to
assist them.
The division of the islands will improve the flow of traffic within the store and at the same time
give an open feel for the retail space. We are reimaging the retail floor space by dividing our
products into therapeutic effects:
A. Energize: products that amplify the mind and stimulate the user to provide a boost in
energy.
B. Relieve: products that provide pain relief and relax the muscles in the body.
C. Sleep: products that are highly sedative and is useful for insomnia.
D. Digestive: products that help the digestive system and improves appetite.
E. Relax: products that provide general relaxation and waves of euphoria.
F. CBD Only: products that are high in CBD content without the psychoactive THC
component of the cannabis plant.

Community Annex
Another highlight of our retail floor is the Community Annex room accessible to all customers
entering the retail floor. This community space will be a place where local artists can display
and sell their work, cannabis lecturers hold educational events, local non-profits hold donation
or fundraiser events, among other uses for the community completely free of charge. As we
grow with the community we will be able to identify how we can be involved and help promote
the local arts and organizations and find many more uses for this space.

Ticket Machine
Our innovative ticket system will be an important part of automating the customer flow of the
store. Each display island will be equipped with an iPad showing the details of the item:

Once the customer selects the product and the amount desired, a ticket will be printed that has
the pre-designated product number and the amount desired. Unit options available for the
product will be displayed on the bottom of the screen in commonly used units such as 1
1 gram,
an eighth of an ounce, quarter of an ounce, half an ounce, and 1 ounce. Once the customer

touches the amount they desire a ticket will be printed from the ticket machine next to the iPad.
The customer can then take this ticket to the check-out counter once they are finished shopping
to complete the purchase of the cannabis product from our cashier. All flower and concentrate
products will be stored behind the counter, pre-sorted by their designated internal ticket code for
speedy processing.
We believe this innovative and intuitive system will streamline the ordering process and improve
the overall shopping experience for our customers. This system also removes the need to have
staff manually writing down orders and minimizes the chance for error.

Functional Design
The typical one-on-one consulting system often seen in dispensaries is inefficient for both the
business and customer. We have changed this system by implementing the following in our
store:

A. We have an open floor design with islands of tables presenting our products.
B. Customers are free to walk around and take a look at any of the sample displays of
products as they wish.
• Products are displayed in a specialized cannabis display case that allows the
customer to closely examine and smell the product without touching it.
C. Information about the product such as name, cannabis type, potency, price per unit, and
product details can be found on an iPad next to the product.
D. If the product is a non-flower or concentrate item the customer can simply take the item
to the cashier from the display as they would at any retail store.
E. If the product is located behind the counter, such as flower or concentrate items, the
customer will use the ticket machine located next to the product.
F. Our staff will be positioned throughout the store to assist customers or provide one-onone consultations at any time.
customer’s leisure will improve the shopping experience as
The freedom to shop around at the customer's
the customer will not feel pressured to make a purchase. This open floor system is the standard
in most retail stores and will be familiar to most of our customers. It will be especially helpful for
new users of cannabis as they can now take as long as they need to explore every product
option available to them without having to feel like they are taking up too much of one
employee’s time, or feel like they are holding up a long queue of customers. This also allows
employee's
our staff to use their time more efficiently, assisting those clients who want and need assistance,
and allowing more experienced users who do not need assistance to freely browse our
products.

Integration of Security Measures
We value the ambiance created with our design team and will maintain a professional and safe
atmosphere at all times. In order to do this security measures should seamlessly blend in with
the space, with the ideal system being non-intrusive and invisible to customers entering the
store.
All of the cameras installed on the retail floor will be housed in a dome casing with artificial
shrubbery surrounding it to maintain with the natural theme of the room as shown on the interior
renderings. This hides the camera from plain sight and lessens the feeling of being under
surveillance for our customers.
Our retail floor security guards will be alert and ready at all times but like the camera system will
be seamlessly incorporated to the rest of the retail space. Our guards will be stationed out of
the way of the general flow of traffic on the sales floor but still have the entire space covered
from all viewpoints. The duty of our guards will be to observe the floor for any security issues
and maintain the safety of its occupants unnoticed as much as possible.

Having a security system and personnel integrated with the room will help keep everyone safe
without surveillance feeling too intrusive, and enhances the overall safety of the system as our
security setup will be harder to decipher to any would be criminals.

Air Quality / Odor Control
Although retail cannabis stores only handle finished and packaged cannabis products on site,
extra measures will be taken to ensure the odor of the product does not spread to unintended
areas. Our odor control plan is designed to minimize even the limited amount of odor of
cannabis emanating from and within the retail space.
We have partnered with CosaTron Air Purification Systems to provide us with their patented
process, which controls indoor contaminants and restores clean air to retail spaces. This
system will prevent contaminants at the source by acting as a filter enhancement device rather
than a collection device.
Studies have shown 98% of particles of typical indoor air are too small to be influenced by
airflow. Particles that are 3 microns or smaller cannot be moved by air currents due to their
small cross sectional area. Therefore, contaminants remain in the area clinging to ceilings,
walls, clothing, electronic equipment and people. These micro particles can only be moved by
air once they collide and become larger particles. This natural process is extremely slow and
does not eliminate airborne contaminants from an occupied space.
CosaTron uses high frequency and high voltage fields to exponentially accelerate this
coagulation process which allows the HVAC system and filter to catch the particles. This
system is environmentally friendly because it refuses outside air from being introduced. This
saves energy by reducing the need to heat or cool outside air and decreases the chances of

new harmful particles entering the space at the same time. In addition, the system eliminates
odors, mold, bacteria, pollen, smoke, gases and other contaminants in the air during this
process. The system will not create ozone which can irritate the lungs according to the
California Air Resources Board.
This advanced filtration system is in 33,000 systems in 18 countries serving industrial,
commercial, and institutional buildings around the world. It is trusted by high demand industries
and is exemplified by use in cases such as:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Hospitals: particularly prone to airborne bacteria, viruses, and mold
Casinos: require 24 hour smoke and odor control
Airports: contaminants from international sources
Animal facilities: similar challenges as a hospital with many airborne contaminants
Call centers: high number of personnel working in a confined area
Data centers: contaminant build up can damage computer equipment

CosaTron’s patented system is trusted and used by many cannabis cultivation companies
CosaTron's
around the country. Their track record of effective odor control even for these pungent
cultivation sites gives us the confidence to trust this system for our retail store.

Section 4: Security Plan
Emerald Heights (The Company) is privileged to maintain a license to operate a cannabis
facility, and understands there are considerable risks in operating a cannabis business. Those
risks include risk of burglary and theft by outside parties, product diversion by both employees
and customers, risk of minors accessing product, and risk to the safety of our employees. The
Company is committed to ensuring a safe environment that mitigates as much risk as possible.
Risk mitigation includes, but is not limited to, effectively implementing the security requirements
as mandated by all state and local laws.
The following Security Plan (The Plan) has been co-designed by the Company and a third-party
professional security firm. The Plan will be managed and implemented by the Security Director
Company’s management and ownership team.
with the assistance of other key members of the Company's
The Plan will be reviewed by a third-party professional security company at least once per year,
and after any security related incident, to ensure that the Plan is current and that areas needing
improvement are addressed frequently. The Plan will be readily available to local authorities
and law enforcement and will be updated any time there is an update on the facility, electronic
security equipment, or if there are any changes in local or state laws. The Company will work
closely with the City of Pasadena and The Pasadena Police Department to ensure that the plan
exceeds all minimum security requirements.
Security Experience
Since 2014, CannaGuard Security has been the industry’s
industry's leading cannabis alarm, surveillance,
and security consulting company. CannaGuard is a nation-wide security company that
exclusively services the legal cannabis industry by providing compliant security systems and
consulting services for licensees and applicants in medical and recreational markets.
CannaGuard brings extensive industry knowledge and a broad range of professional experience
for the highly-regulated cannabis market. CannaGuard has worked with over 4,600 applicants
and successfully installed over 450 licensed, compliant security systems in various cannabis
markets across the country.
CannaGuard has worked closely with Emerald Heights to ensure the highest standards are met
Pasadena’s safety and security requirements. CannaGuard offers
in line with the City of Pasadena's
ongoing training to ensure clients get the most usage from their systems to maximum efficiency
and has a 24 hour support team to assist customers in remaining compliant after licensing.
The management and ownership team has ultimate responsibility for security of the premises
and will relegate day to day security duties to a Security Director.
The Security Director is responsible for all aspects of the company's
company’s security plan, including
managing all security technology, overseeing all transportation security, managing access to
facilities, training company personnel in risk management, and hiring and supervising security
officers. The Security Director will be responsible for anti-theft oversight, ensuring minors do not
enter the premises, and training.

Security Director Duties include but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maintain and implement security training procedures
Responsible for minimizing risk of the premises
Primary point of contact with CannaGuard including hiring and management of onsite
guard service
Ensure compliance at all times with all security procedures
Responsible for all security standard operating procedures and training.
Master security technology such as video surveillance, passwords, and alarm system
Provide training to personnel in risk and anti-diversion matters
Oversee security of cannabis product and cash both onsite and in transit
Manage all security personnel

The Security Director will be responsible for the training of all security personnel to adhere to
the security policies of the Company. New employees will also be briefed on security related
topics such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Operation of security equipment
Inspecting and monitoring security equipment
Emergency Notifications, Response and Reporting procedures
Effective patrolling of the facility;
Identifying opportunities for diversion;
Securing the premises;
High intensity situation policies and procedures
Proper method for securing cannabis at the end of each day
Detection and Prevention of Diversion
Facility Security Systems
Safety and Emergencies: including emergency notification and response procedures.

•

All employees will be trained on emergency situations and periodic drills will be
performed to ensure preparedness.

Staff must understand their respective security roles and responsibilities including the chain of
command (in the event of any security breach). Employees at all levels will be trained by the
Security Director in conjunction with the management team in order to identify threats and
vulnerabilities, devise mitigating strategies and contingencies, and be able to identify targets of
threats and how to respond accordingly. Staff will be tested periodically regarding their
knowledge
of the
the licensed
licensed facility's
facility’s security
security strategies
strategies and
and systems
systems and how to utilize them.
knowledge of
Development of policies and procedures will be on-going during and after the security planning
process. The facility will determine critical control points where security knowledge will be
required when handling cannabis, chemicals, cannabis products, cash, personnel, and visiting
personnel.
Training all employees on these procedures will ensure the facility remains a safe place for all
employees and visitors alike. To demonstrate that the employee understands and has
successfully completed training, all employees will need to take and pass an assessment test

run by the Security Director. Assessments are comprised of hands-on demonstration and a
written component.
The Company will hire CannaGuard to conduct annual drills on the property to make sure that
all employees, specifically members of the security team, understand how to respond to various
emergencies or threats on the facility. Fire Drills and Armed Robbery Drills are examples of
drills that may be conducted on the premises as part of comprehensive security training.
Delivery service will not be offered at our retail location.

Background Checks
The Company recognizes that conducting background checks is a vital component to
protecting their product from theft and/or diversion while also providing a safe workplace for
employees and our customers. All employees must undergo a background check/screening
process prior to being hired at the licensed facility. Emerald Heights has partnered with
Employment Screening Resources (ESR), a cannabis specialized background screening
company, to ensure a thorough and legal background search for all potential candidates is
conducted. Working with a specialized professional with ensures we can optimally pick the
best candidates to join our team and be a part of the community with us. ESR will:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure screening follows all local, state, and federal FTC/CFPB laws
Ensure to follow all Equal Opportunity Commission guidelines
No blanket "any
“any conviction"
conviction” prohibition in accordance with EEOC guidelines
Screen out any applications with a felony conviction
Meet all other local and state background screening requirements
Provide an easy and mobile-friendly process for candidates to complete their
background check

Employee Safety Education
A core unit of the training course all employees must complete is called Dispensary
Workers Health and Safety Training created by the Cannabis Training Institute. In this unit
all employees will learn industry best practices for the following:
A. Workplace violence and other potentials for injury
B. Robbery awareness
C. Responding to Emergencies
Safety plans and standards for the workplace will be adopted and reviewed during
orientation and practiced throughout the duration of employment. Safety plans and policies
require that all employees and/or representatives of the Company conduct themselves in a

professional manner consistent with good business practices and in absolute conformity
with non-violent principles and standards.

A. Workplace violence
i.
The Company will enforce a zero-tolerance policy toward workplace violence
defined by OSHA as a single behavior or series of behaviors which constitute
actual or potential assault, battery, harassment, intimidation, threats or similar
actions, attempted destruction, or threats to company or personal property.
ii.
Zero-tolerance policy includes verbal and nonverbal threats and related
actions.
iii.
This policy will cover all employees, patients, customers, visitors, contractors
or anyone else who may come into contact with company personnel.
iv.
All company personnel will be made aware of and must agree to uphold the
Company’s policies.
Company's
v.
All employees who witness or experience workplace violence should report
the incident to their manager.
vi.
Violations of the policy will lead to disciplinary actions up to/including
termination of employment.
vii. Any person who violates the policy will be removed from the property by
security and may be asked to remain away from company premises.
viii. Any workplace violence resulting in assault will be reported to the police
department accordingly.
B. Robbery protocols
i. Ensure all security installations and surveillance systems are functional at all
times.
i. Perform a yearly external audit of security systems from a licensed provider.
Be alert for suspicious persons or vehicles near the business
ii.
iii.
If a robbery takes place, everyone should remain calm and avoid any action
that might incite the robber to act violently.
iv.
Attempt to keep customers and other employees calm during the robbery.
robber’s instructions, complying with requests
v.
All employees should obey the robber's
for money and/or property to avoid risk of harm. Cooperation with demands
are vital in preserving safety.
vi.
Be as observant as possible, making notes of the number of robbers, physical
characteristics, names used, etc.
vii.
Give the robber plenty of time to leave.
Once the robber has cleared the premises, call the police immediately.
viii.
ix.
Close and secure the business until the police arrive, as this will help secure
and preserve the scene of the crime for possible evidence.
x.
Witnesses should not discuss the crime with outsiders until police give
permission to do so. Refer all questions to the police.
xi. All employees will cooperate with law enforcement and all subsequent
investigations.

Employee Theft Reduction Measures
A crucial step in preventing employee theft includes screening applicants as thoroughly as
possible before hiring is completed. Mitigating employee theft is imperative as statistics
show most theft in cannabis related businesses happens internally. Below are procedures
and best practices related to employee theft reduction measures:
A. The automatic cash machine (discussed further on the Cash Management Plan) will
make it very difficult for any cash to be stolen.
B. Surveillance cameras in the storage room will have infrared technology systems
enabled to capture clear images in all lighting conditions.
C. All activity in the product storage areas and vault/safe room will be under
surveillance 24 hours a day.
D. Varifocal security cameras will be installed discreetly in the cash register area at
POS stations for both the safety of employees and video evidence in case a
discrepancy occurs.
E. In the case of any discrepancies related to receipt totals and/or inventory:
POS software's
software’s real-time
real-time inventory tracking will be key in identifying
• Our
Our POS
discrepancies quickly. Through the tracking system and its timestamps, we
will be able to identify when and with whom any discrepancies took place.
• Video footage will also be dated and timestamped to cross reference exact
time of discrepancy in conjunction with checking the POS station.
state’s METRC system which traces every stage/transition of a products
• The state's
life and sale cycle will also be valuable during an audit process.
• Entries in the METRC system cannot be deleted. If a correction is made it
records both the old value and the correction, as well as the person
responsible for inputting and deleting information, for a clear and detailed
audit trail.
F. The Management will do an audit of inventory twice a day, once prior to opening and
once at closing using the SOP system to ensure accurate inventory.
G. A happy and loyal staff by nature is a strong theft deterrent.
• As a general rule we will aim to hire full time employees rather than part time
workers so we can develop a trusting relationship and promote loyalty within
the company.
• Our above-industry-standard pay and benefits not only improve the quality of
life for our employees, but also nurture a positive work environment where
employees are happy and trust is developed.

Cash Management Plan
“Dispensary Automated Cashier"
Cashier” will be
A specialized smart safe called the "Dispensary
be installed
installed on
each of the 4 cash registered on the premises. The automatic cashier has many benefits

catered specifically for cannabis retail all of which will reduce our risk exposure and time
spent on cash management.
A. Cash is inserted directly into the machine and is automatically counted, eliminating
most of the cash handling for the employee.
B. Multiple bills can be inserted at the same time for efficiency.
C. Machine will calculate the totals and dispense change automatically eliminating cash
handling, greatly reducing human error and saves time.
D. Counterfeit bills will automatically be detected.
Cash is
is automatically
automatically counted
counted and
and stored
stored in
in the
the swappable
swappable "cartridge"
“cartridge” inside the
E. Cash
machine, streamlining the daily armored vehicle cash pickup process.
F. Employees will be trained to use this machine in conjunction with our POS system
during training.
i.
The functions are similar to an ATM machine, which will simplify cash
handling training.
manager’s approval and
G. Also acts as a safe with cash unable to be taken out without manager's
entire cartridge be pulled out.
It will be clear to potential robbers that cash is not readily accessible due to this cash
machine system. Signs will be posted on the premises which states that our employees do
not have direct access to cash onsite. This system is utilized by many large dispensaries
around the country for its safety and convenience. Our company will implement and
practice the safest standards to deter theft and mitigate risk of robbery.
Safe or Vault
isn’t transported by our Armored Car will be secured in the
All cash kept on the premises that isn't
vault or safe inside the secure storage room. The safe will be of commercial grade, made of
metal, and of a size that is capable of storing any amount of cash not yet picked up or any other
valued assets of the company. The safe will be securely anchored to a permanent structure,
and will meet or exceed any additional requirements set forth by state or local governing bodies.

"Vault" means an enclosed area or room that is constructed of steel-reinforced or block concrete
and has a door that contains a relocking device or equivalent, and a steel plate with a thickness
of at least one-half inch.
Any cannabis items that require refrigeration on the premises will be securely enclosed in a
refrigerator or freezer capable of being locked. Like the safe, the refrigerator will be securely
anchored to a permanent structure of an enclosed area and is immovable and will meet or
exceed any additional requirements set forth by state or local governing bodies. The model
type and weight of any safe or storage refrigerator, will be documented in these procedures
upon purchase.
The secure storage room will be monitored with perimeter alarm sensors, motion detectors and
surveillance equipment to prevent unauthorized access. A dual-authentication keypad, along

with electronic access-controlled door, will be in place so that any authorized employee
accessing secure storage room must type in both their access key code and key card prior to
entry. Secure vault will be equipped with a GSA Class vault door for DEA validated high
security storage of Schedule-I and II substances.

Product Access Protocols

Our access control system consists of an electronic security system featuring key cards
designed to log and control access of every single entry point for the facility.
A. The system allows up to 500 users. Each user is assigned a personal identification
number (PIN) and a keycard. Keypad entry of a valid one to six digit code activates one
or both of the output relays which releases an electric door lock.
B. Presenting a valid key card or entering a valid PIN on the reader will momentarily unlock
the door for access. The unlock time is configured by the access control programming.
C. The door may also be programmed for maintained access emergency override and the
door may be accessed by key override by the manager.
D. The system is powered by a regulated and filtered power supply with 12VDC output for
access control equipment and 24VDC output for locking hardware to maximize
efficiency.
E. Loss of power will not result in unsecure door, due to battery backup. In the event that
the battery backup dies, doors magnets will not function and each exterior facility door
must be manually unlocked with the master key stored with the General Manager.
The cannabis storage area is designated as maximum security and will be separated from the
rest of the store by a secure key access door which will be under 24-hour video surveillance. All
cannabis products not on the retail floor will be stored in the secure storage room. The tracking
of all cannabis from seed-to-sale will be done through an advanced electronic inventory control
system with multiple checks and balances in place to allow our staff to have a complete
awareness of all inventory through each stage of processing from receiving to point of sale. The
steps needed to access the storage room are:
A. Only member of the management and the inventory specialist team will have access to
the storage room.
B. The room can only be accessed only by an access key card which will record the date
and time of entry and exit and the ID of the staff member any time the room is accessed.
C. At least 2 authorized staff members need to be present to move any products in or out of
the storage area.
D. Once inside staff may move products as necessary only after they fill in and sign off on
the inventory sheet which will have the following fields:
• Product taken out/put in
• Units taken out/put in
• Employee #1 initials
• Employee #2 initials

We will maintain a record of clear and unbroken chain of custody even at the retail level for an
added layer of security.
Access Control Policies
During all hours when the facility is not in operation, security staff will ensure that all entrances
to and exits from the premises are securely locked at all times. A 24-hour security guard will be
on duty during closed hours to patrol the area and deter any would be criminals.
Access to secure areas will be given only to individuals where need can be demonstrated.
Access to the facility will be controlled to prevent loitering both inside and outside of the facility.
The Security Director will:
•

•

•
•

•

Keep a record of key cards issued and keep documentation of all facility keys, alarm
codes, electronic access codes, passwords, or combination codes assigned for the
facility.
Ensure that all doors of the premise include commercial-grade door locks. The
Company may implement key card secure access locks that ensure only authorized
personnel may enter the premises.
Maintain all locks and security equipment and verify they remain in good working order.
All locks and security equipment will be kept in good working order and will be tested
and inspected regularly, not exceeding thirty calendar days from the previous inspection,
to ensure proper function.
All inspections and tests conducted on equipment and locks will be documented and
logged at the facility.

Facility employees are responsible for security and must secure keys, access control cards and
security codes at all times. Employees may not provide access through any means to any
unauthorized personnel. Only the General Manager may grant temporary access to any
employee, contractor, or visitor.

Access cards and electronic access codes must be protected. They may not be loaned and
should not be left unattended. All keys and access cards issued to employees should be
retained in the possession of the employee to whom issued and may not be transferred directly
from one employee to another.
Employees must report any lost keys or access cards to management immediately. The
Security Director will make a determination as to whether the system has been compromised
and whether re-keying will be necessary. It is against company policy to duplicate keys, share
passwords, or share access codes.
Key Issuance Procedures
Permanent keys and access cards are issued to employees for the purpose of allowing the
employee to access the areas in which they are regularly assigned duties. A log of all issuance
will be maintained by the Security Director. The record shall include:

•
•
•
•

Employee name and identifier
Date of issue
Term of issuance if applicable
Signature of the key holder and key issuer

When employment with the company has been terminated, all keys will be returned and
recorded by the Security Director or manager. Failure on the part of a manager to collect keys
or access cards from terminating employees may require a key core change.
Visitor procedures
Managing visitor access is an important step in preventing security breaches. All visitors, 3rd
party contractors, and vendors must be formally checked in by a member of the security team
and management. Visitors must be over the age of 21, have a business purpose for the visit,
and accompanied by a security employee during the entire visit. The Security Director is
responsible for ensuring that no one under the age of 21 is present at any time on the licensed
premises. Visitors must present a valid photo identification card and the Security Director on
visitor’s full name,
duty will be tasked with making a photocopy of the identification card. The visitor's
date and time of arrival, and purpose of visit must be recorded within the visitor log. The visitor
log will be maintained in accordance with all local and state rules and regulations.
The visitor log will record:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Visitor name
Date of birth
Government identification number
Date of visit
Duration of visit
Purpose of visit
Accompanying personnel

All visitors will be required to wear a badge during the entirety of their visit. Loitering on the
licensed premises is strictly prohibited. Any cases of unauthorized visiting or loitering will be
reported to the Security Director, who will ensure that trespassers promptly exit the
premises. Security Director will report any suspicious behavior and/or persistent loitering to
the local authorities to ensure the licensed premises remains free from such activity. Signs
on the
the exterior
exterior of
of the
the building
shall be
which state
state "No
“No Loitering".
Loitering”.
on
building shall
be posted
posted which

Product Deliveries
Security during product deliveries will be heightened to ensure safe transport of cannabis
products from the delivery vehicle to the storage room. Deliveries will only occur during
regular business hours and will require:

el to
A. The General Manager, one of the Assistant Managers, and
be present at minimum.
B. Deliveries can only be received by an authorized distributor who will hold a Type 12
license at all times.
C. Security will check the driver’s
driver's government issued ID to verify the delivery personnel.
D. All deliveries will be conducted in clear view of a security camera.
E. Once cannabis has arrived at the receiving licensed entity, the recipient will verify
that the container identification numbers and package identification numbers
match the Transportation Log.
F. All contents will be inspected and compared to the Transportation Log, ensuring
that no tampering or loss of product occurred during the transfer.
G. Every package must have a METRC RFID (Radio Frequency Identification) tag
physically attached to the package.
H. Only a Manager/Security Director that has completed the state-provided CCTTMETRC Account Manager New Business System Training may access the
system and receive product deliveries.
I. The General Manager will verify on the transport manifest and accompanying
Package tag created by METRC specifically for product transfers:
i.
Testing facility name
ii.
Testing facility license number
iii.
Order Number
iv.
UID Number
v.
Enforcement seal for authenticity
vi.
Weight / count of products being received
J. The package tag is perforated with two halves with the same information so one can
stay with the main package and the other can be used for retail containers.
K. The delivery manifest will need to be signed off by both the General Manager and an
Assistant Manager who has double checked the details of the delivery
L. Once all details are confirmed the management will transport the products into the
secure storage area while security personnel stand guard during the entire process.
M. Once the process is complete the General Manager will confirm receipt of all
products in the state's
state’s METRC system.
Inventory is
is added
added to
to the
the Biotrack
Biotrack system
system in
in conjunction
conjunction with
with the
the state's
state’s official
official
N. Inventory
Metrc system through its API integration.

Security Guards
The Security Director will interview to hire the security personnel provided by CannaGuard
Security for onsite security guard service. All security personnel are registered with the
California’s Department of Consumer Affairs at a level equal to or higher than a
state of California's
proprietary private security officer, and carry state-issued guard license certifications on their
person at all times.

All security guards come fully trained specifically for cannabis security from CannaGuard
Security and will follow The Company's
Company’s security guidelines.
The management team will ensure that at least five security personnel will be on duty during
business hours and add security personnel as necessary. Licensed security guards will
possess a valid "guard
“guard card"
card” at all times and wear a nameplate at chest level containing
their full name and the word "Security".
“Security”.
will be assigned to patrol the premises and keep the
will do regular patrols around the facility
area safe during closed hours.
every thirty minutes to deter loiterers and vagrants, and the 24-hour guard will be equipped
with flashlights to illuminate the exterior of the dispensary during night patrols. The 24-hour
guard will also be the first one to greet the General Manager for opening the store every
morning. All security guards will have a direct line to the General Manager 24-hours a day
to alert the General Manager of any breaches in security or other security related issues on
the premesis.
will be responsible for parking lot management and will monitor the
parking area to prevent prohibited parking. In addition to protecting patients and staff,
will escort all staff and vendors to and from their vehicles.
will also escort elderly and disabled patients to and from their vehicles.

Video Camera Surveillance
In compliance with local and state regulation, The Company intends to utilize a video
surveillance system that will be installed by a licensed third-party security company.
Cameras will be placed strategically throughout the facility to ensure all areas outlined by
the regulatory bodies are under camera coverage. The system will meet the following
requirements:
•
•

•
•

•

The video surveillance system will be capable of recording all pre-determined
surveillance areas in any lighting conditions.
The premises will have a video surveillance recording system that will be operational
at all times (24/7), continuously recording all areas, unless prohibited by law,
including, but not limited to, all points of entry and exit from the licensed facility,
points of sale and restricted access areas.
All public right of ways under the control of the Company shall be captured on
camera and recorded.
The video surveillance equipment and recordings are stored in a locked secure area
that is accessible only to the management team and Security Director and will only
be access when necessary.
The system is equipped with a failure notification system that provides, within five
minutes, either by telephone, email or text message, notification to the licensee or an
authorized representative of any prolonged surveillance interruption or failure.

•
•

•

•

The system has sufficient battery backup to support recording, in compliance with
minimum requirements, in the event of a power outage.
All recording from cameras shall be made available by the Company to any local or
state departments upon request and will be capable of supporting remote access by
the licensee.
Surveillance system will include video monitors to view camera recordings, a video
printer capable of producing a clear still photo from a video image and failure
notification system that audibly and visually notifies the Company of any failure in the
electronic monitoring system.
Signs at least twelve inches wide and twelve inches long shall be posted near
areas) that
that state
state "All
“All
monitored locations (both interior and exterior monitored areas)
Activities Monitored
Monitored by
Video Camera"
Camera” or
or "These
“These Premises are Being Digitally
Activities
by Video
Recorded”.
Recorded".

Video Monitoring
If necessary, the Company shall employ a third-party security company to monitor cameras
remotely to enhance security at the facility. Remote video monitoring shall be activated for
hours" and 24 hours on
12 hours nightly during "off
“off hours”
on weekends
weekends and
and holidays.
holidays. Additionally,
the Company will be capable of, in conjunction with remote video monitoring services,
installing a speaker system with microphone capable of transmitting audio through the
speakers by the third-party monitoring company to deter trespassers during monitoring
hours. Remote video monitoring service is capable of alerting the Security Director of the
Company, as well as local and state police, in the event of an attempted break-in at the
Company’s facility.
Company's
Video surveillance equipment and recordings will be stored in a locked secure area that is
accessible only to key employees that are essential to surveillance operations, law
enforcement agencies, and security system service employees. The Company will keep
record of and make available to the authorities at any time, a current list of key employees
and contractors who have access to the surveillance rooms. These rooms will remain
locked and shall not be used for any other functions.
Video Camera Specifications
The video surveillance recording system will comply with the following capabilities:
•

•

•

Camera feed should traverse the IP network from the camera source to the server
utilizing Motion JPEG (MJPEG) or MPEG-4/H.264/Advanced Video Coding codec
technology.
Cameras will have twenty-four-hour live feed with motion-activated recording
capabilities from all video cameras, and as stated above will also record continuously
reducing risk of diversion or theft.
The facility shall make available for immediate viewing by the Pasadena Police
Department upon request and shall retain the recordings for at least 180 days.

•

•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

The camera feed will traverse the IP network from the camera source to the server
using Motion JPEG (MJPEG) or MPEG-4/H.264/Advanced Video Coding codec
technology.
Exported video will have the ability to be archived in a proprietary format that
ensures authentication of the video and guarantees that no alteration of the recorded
image has taken place.
Exported video will also have the ability to be saved in an industry standard file
format that can be played on a standard computer operating system.
Security recordings will provide an image resolution of at least 1080X 720p, and the
image frame rate shall be at least 15 fps. Video resolution will be at least 720p and
will have the capability to produce a still photograph from any camera image.
All recordings will be date and time stamp embedded.
Data should be transmitted over the Real-time Protocol (RTP) or Real Time
Streaming. All surveillance data will be transmitted over the Real-time Protocol or
Real Time Streaming Protocol to provide a direct feed and login capabilities to the
department and allowing for real-time access and monitoring of the facility via the live
video surveillance recording system.
A display monitor with a minimum screen size of twelve inches shall be connected to
the electronic recording security system at all times.
The monitor shall be installed in a manner that will prevent cameras from being
readily obstructed, tampered with, or disabled.
All cameras will have the ability to immediately produce a clear color still photo from
any camera image (live or recorded) and a date and time stamp embedded on all
recordings.
The date and time shall be synchronized and set correctly and shall not significantly
obscure the picture.

Camera Coverage and Camera Placement
Cameras will be placed to cover and record all areas:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Cannabis item is processed, stored, weighed, packaged, labeled, or sold
All point of sale areas
All points of entry to or exit from limited access areas
All points of entry to or exit from the licensed premises.
All cameras will be placed so that they capture clear and certain images of any
individual and activity occurring within 20 feet both inside and outside of all points of
entry to and exit from the licensed premises
Anywhere within secure or limited access areas on the licensed premises

Video Archive and Retrieval
Archived video recordings will be kept in a format that ensures authentication of the
recording as a legitimately-captured video and guarantees that no alterations of the
recorded image have taken place.

Videos can be easily accessed for viewing from security, law enforcement, or governing
bodies upon request. All recordings will be kept in an industry standard format approved by
the governing bodies.
The Company will engage with a third-party security company to provide, install, maintain,
and if required, monitor the video footage. Should there be any equipment failure or system
outage, the Security Director shall be notified immediately, and they will be responsible the
repair or restoration of the system.
Location and Maintenance of Monitoring Equipment

The premises will have a surveillance area in an office that may be accessed only by the
management team, the Security Director, or their licensed assignees as needed. Assignees
include state or local law enforcement agencies, governing bodies’
bodies' employees, and
authorized service personnel or contractors. Recording equipment will be stored in the
secure storage room, in a separate locked cabinet or in the vault. All recordings, including
current and archival, will be easily accessed for viewing and easily reproduced.
The Security Director will maintain a current list of all authorized employees and service
personnel who have access to the surveillance system and room on the licensed premises.
The Security Director will keep a surveillance equipment maintenance activity log on the
licensed premises to record all service activity including the identity of any individual
performing the service, the service date and time and the reason for service to the
surveillance system.
Data Security
The security features of our SOP system will help maintain complete privacy and anonymity
to our customers. BioTrack prioritizes data security as one of their core missions and have
multiple features that help achieve this.

•
•
•
•

•

•

Password Encryption: Biotrack uses bcrypt, which is the strongest password
encryption type currently available.
SSL Certs: Biotrack uses the latest Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption
client’s data.
technology available to protect the privacy of client's
Access Logs: Produces comprehensive access logs detailing date, time, and user,
for every action performed in Biotrack.
Database Encryptions: Database connections are encrypted with standard
authentication and SSL technology. At no point in the network path will data be
unencrypted.
Two-Factor Authentication: In addition to entering a user's
user’s email address, the
Universal Business Identifier (UBI), and password, the system utilizes a two factor
authentication method. This one-time use passcode generated each time for login
adds another level of protection by mitigating the compromise of unwanted access
Inactivity: The system automatically logs out inactive users eliminating data breaches
due to oversights.

Records Retention
All electronic records will be stored both onsite in short-term storage, and off-site, in long
term backup storage.
Onsite back-up records storage may include electronic media that is backed up on a daily
basis on a secure server. The secure server will be physically located in a secure room on
the premises. Offsite secure data storage will be managed by a third-party data storage
provider. In general, onsite backup storage will include at least one year of historical data.
Remote data storage will include all data records that are at least 7 days and older, and will
be stored in perpetuity. Data older than 7 years may be purged from storage. All video
surveillance equipment will be capable of exporting of still images in an industry standard
format and have the ability to be archived in a proprietary format that ensures authentication
of the video.

All archived required records not stored electronically will be stored in a locked storage area.
Sensitive files may be password protected, or stored in a password protected file storage
system. No company files shall ever be stored in public internet spaces, including unsecured file storage sites. Emailing sensitive data files to anyone outside the company is
strictly prohibited without the permission of the General Manager. Customer-specific
transaction data and contact information, including email addresses, will not be shared with
any third party without permission of the customer.
Emergency Notification Procedures
In accordance with local and state codes, the Company will develop Emergency Notification
Procedures which outline the processes all employees should follow in emergency
situations that could occur at the facility. The Emergency Notification Procedure is designed
to guide employees through the process of notifying all personnel and visitors within the
facility, and contacting the Department, local law enforcement, and emergency responders.
Employees will learn about notification procedures during onboarding and must be
completed within 30 days of hiring.
New employees will receive Emergency Notification Procedure training during onboarding,
and each employee is expected to understand their role in the event of an emergency at the
facility. The type of emergency will determine who responding employees must notify. In
most emergencies, responding employees will immediately notify on-site employees and
emergency responders of the situation, followed by notifying Management and the
Department. The Emergency Notification Procedure was developed to address emergencies
such as armed robbery, fire, medical emergencies, chemical spills, gas leaks, and inclement
weather, among others.
Emergency Action Plan (EAP)
In accordance with the regulations set forth by the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) our business is required to have an emergency action plan.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The designated Security Director will be in charge of the EAP with additional security
personnel assisting when needed.
Only the General Manager or Security Director can order an evacuation of the
premises.
All employees will be aware of the location of the fire extinguisher and be trained to
use it.
Employees should notify the proper authorities such as fire, medical, or rescue
services by dialing 911.
In case of fire, the manual fire alarm should be pulled if safely accessible and the
automatic fire alarm has not gone off.
If it is an isolated and small fire staff will promptly get the fire extinguisher and try to
put out the fire.
Evacuation diagrams with exit routes should be planned ahead of time and all staff
are required to have a clear understanding of them.
Exit routes should be clearly marked and well-lit and wide enough to accommodate
the number of evacuating personnel
Exit routes should be unobstructed and clear of debris at all times
Signs must be lit and clearly visible
The Security Director will assist in directing evacuees to the correct exit routes and
confirms everyone has gotten out safe.

Notifying Emergency Responders
If a situation requires emergency responder assistance, the responding employee should
immediately dial "911."
“911.” The responding employee will provide clear information on the
location of the incident, description of the emergency, facility access information, and any
other details requested by the 911 operator.

In the event of an emergency in which phone systems may be compromised or inaccessible,
panic alarm systems may be deployed manually to notify emergency responders. Panic
alarms will be placed in strategic locations throughout the facility. When activated, the panic
alarm will trigger an audible alarm, and notify emergency responders that a potentially lifethreatening emergency is taking place. Employees will be trained to operate each alarm
system, in order to appropriately signal law enforcement and emergency services that
immediate help is needed.
Notifying the Department of an Emergency
Company’s
The evacuation and management of those on-site during an emergency is the Company's
top priority. Once the emergency has been reasonably addressed and emergency
City’s
responders or law enforcement personnel are present, the Company will notify the City's
Cannabis Department, providing any documentation and/or footage as required, based on
the emergency type and whether cannabis was lost, diverted, or stolen.

The Company is committed to diversion mitigation and putting policies and procedure in
place to support that. The Company will accomplish this through restricting access to
certain areas, installing a security and surveillance system that will not only meet state
requirements, but will also aid in loss and diversion prevention. Outlined below are specific
ways Company intends to address risk areas. The Company is also committed to continued
improvement to its policies and procedures and will utilize a third-party security firm to
periodically audit and update accordingly.
In accordance with local code and regulations set forth by the governing body, the Company
will notify the Department immediately if an event at the retail facility results in suspected
loss, theft, or diversion of cannabis. The management will notify the department by
submitting a signed statement detailing the estimated time, location and circumstances
surrounding the event. The statement should include an accurate inventory of the cannabis
it’s reasonably
unaccounted due to the diversion or theft; it shall be submitted as soon as it's
safe to do so, not to exceed 24 hours following the incident. In addition to submitting a
signed statement, the Company will review and secure video surveillance footage from the
time of the incident. This footage will be provided to the Department upon request; it will be
sealed and secured to prevent tampering prior to a full investigation. The Company will also
secure and seal records and any other potential evidence that may be used as part of an
investigation. The Company will submit a detailed report to the Department listing names
and identification numbers of all employees present during the time of the loss, diversion, or
theft. The Company will outline all internal measures taken to locate the cause of loss, theft
or diversion and will outline the quantity and type of cannabis stolen or diverted. This
information will be produced following a comprehensive audit in which actual inventory is
Company’s track-and-trace inventory tracking system. The
compared to records within the Company's
Company recognizes the necessity of accurately reporting loss to the Department, and the
importance of improving processes to prevent future loss, theft, or diversion. The
Company’s security and management teams will implement revisions to the company’s
Company's
company's
security plan.

Armored Vehicle
The Company will utilize the transport services of Hardcar Security. Hardcar Security is the
largest armored carrier in the California cannabis space. A leader in the secure transport
and delivery sector, Hardcar provides secure transport services for various cannabis license
types, including many retail locations. Hardcar employs ex-US Military veterans who are
fully trained and experienced in secure transport best practices.
Hardcar has been nominated for a California Cannabis Award in 2018, being recognized by
their peers for the quality of their service. Hardcar is fully licensed, bonded, and insured in
the state of California for up to ten million dollars to ensure product is covered in during the
transportation process.

Hardcar will be scheduled to pick up cash from machines located at the facility at close of
each day.
A. The General Manager and Security Director must verify the store is closed for
business and completely secure except the entrance used by the armor car service
B. The Security Director and will verify the identity of the armored car security personnel
and both individuals will sign off on the Hardcar personnel verification form in order
to proceed.
C. Once verified, the armored car personnel will exchange the full cash storage
cartridge with an empty one.
D. The cash cartridge is safely transported in the armored vehicle to a designated
secure storage location in California.

Non-Discrimination Statement
Emerald Heights does not discriminate on the basis of race, age, creed, color, religion,
national origin or ancestry, sex, gender, disability, veteran status, genetic information,
sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, or pregnancy and will not discharge or in
any other manner discriminate against employees or applicants because they have inquired
about, discussed, or disclosed their own pay or the pay of another employee or applicant.
Emerald Heights complies with the Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as
amended, related Executive Orders 11246 and 11375, Title IX of the Education
Amendments Act of 1972, Sections 503 and 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section
402 of the
the Vietnam
Vietnam Era
Era Veterans'
Veterans’ Readjustment
Readjustment Assistance
Assistance Act
Act of
of 1974,
as amended,
amended, the
the
1974, as
Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, as amended, The Pregnancy Discrimination
Act of 1978, Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, the Civil Rights Act of 1991, the ADA
Amendments Act of 2008, the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Act of 2008, and all
civil rights laws of the State of California. Accordingly, equal access and opportunity in
treatment, employment, programs, and activities shall be extended to all persons.

